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The approximately 1,000 oil and gas
leasing applications in wilderness~
on file in the Interior Department will
be on hold for at least a few months
longer.

Early in the lame duck session of Con-
gress, both houses approved a ban on
any oil and gas leasing in designated
wilderness areas. The prohibition was
attached to the appropriations bill for
the Interior Department and foibidS the
use of any funds for the leasing process.
The prohibition will run through sep-
tember 30, 1983.

The ban, in the view of conservation-
ists.buys more time for stronger wilder-
ness legislation. Although Interior
Secretary James Watt has never issued a
lease in a wilderness area, he has stated
that the Wilderness Act of 1964
requires him to lease for oil and gas
exploration.

The controversy over Wall'S interpre-
tation began last year When a company
applied to do seismic testing in Monta-
na's Bob MarshaIJ Wilderness Area. Wall
has been stopped from approving such
leases by temporary bans since that
time.

In the Wilderness Act, mineral leasing
is forbidden after December 31, 1983 .

.The Interior Department currently has
-around 1,000 leasing applications on
file which involve about three million
acres of wilderness.

The opposition came from Sen.]ames
McClure (R-ldaho), who tried to add
several amendments to the bill to
loosen the restrictions. McClure, who
chains the senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, first proposed
allowing seismic testing, but that failed
in committee 13 to I 1. His other
attempts were defeated on voice votes,

Bill Cunningham, regional represen-
tative of the Wilderness Society, said
"the bill is a signal to the administration
that they had better tread lightly on wil-
derness and wilderness study areas,"

Cunningham said that although this

I,

leasing ban was passed, neither the Lee
Metcalf Wilderness (Montana) bill or
the Wyoming Wilderness bill made it
through both houses in the lame duck
session: \ '

Cunningham said the Metcalf Wilder-
ness legislation was approved in the
Senate but was stalled in the House on a
rider attached to the bill that would
allow a recreational-use road through
the existing UL Bend Wilderness Area.
Cunningham said his group opposed
the road because it would set a prece-
dent for future decisions in roadless
areas.

"The road idea was proposed by a
small number of local people who want
to be able to drive down to the Fort
Peck reservoir and fish," he said.

Dear friends,
Except for the tight deadlines

required because of the holiday season,
this issue of High Country News was a
joy to put together. The idea behind this
special bioregions issue was to get our
writers to speculate on the area in
which they live. What is it? What defines
it? What does it all mean? .

The only rules we gave to the writers
were that there were no rules. They
were urged to be as eclectic and as spe-
culative as they chose. There were two
reasons for this. First, we wanted to give
the writers free rein for their ideas,
Second, we don't really know what a

'" bioregion is, either, and we were hop-
ing they could enlighten us.

We're happy with the results. It is very
rewarding when you tell talented peo-
ple to have at it and they do. The names
that are attached to the stories herein
are ones with which most HCN faithful
are familiar. Jill Bamburg is the current
director of the High Country Founda-
tion, HeN's publisher, and Dan Whipple
is the paper's managing editor. Geoffrey
O'Gara and Joan Nice are both fanner
managing editors of HCN and currently
freelance writers in Lander.

Don. Snow and Ellen Ditzler both live
and work in Montana and are regular·
contributors to HCN Don, 'in fact, is a
contrib~ng editor, Ellen is a talented
artist as well as a writer and has substi-
tuted for Kathy Bogan as production
manager for HCN when Kathy went on
one of her .sabbaticals.
CL Rawlins, knoWn also as Chip, is a

Boulder, Wyoming, recluse wfio comes
out of his cabin only at night. He, too, isa
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contributing editor of HCN and has the
elusive title of poetry editor. In fact,
Chip sent some poetry to go in this
issue, but we didn't have room for it.
Sorry, Chip. .

Peter Wil<j is our regular book
reviewer and Edward Abbey antagonist.
Every time Abbey writes a book, we
send it to Peter who sends it back with a
review that says nasty things about it.
Then about a hundred readers write
nasty things about Peter and his per-
sonal habits, For his part, Abbey thinks
Peter is a wondetful book reviewer.
There are some things that are simply
beyond .explaining, Peter .is an English
professor at the University of Arizona in
Tucson. .

Sara Hunter-Wiles is another Lander
resident. She is an expert on the Ara-
paho Indian tribe, with which she
worked for several years. She is also an
excellent photographer and her work
appears in HCN from time to Itime.

The creator of our furry alphabet on
page 12 is·Sylvia Long, a Lander artist
with a bizarre imagination. sylvia's only'
comment about herself is "I'm not a
verbal person." She did allow that she
had fun putting the centerspread
together, though.

As we said elsewhere, this special edi-
tion was inspired by Coliootution Quar-
terly, a magazine which you ought to
read if you don't already, It is consist-
ently thought-provoking and original.

f Its writerS get off on some bizarr~ tan-
gents sometimes (like the current issue
in which they advise extremely wealthy
people how to give away their money

I

The Wyoming bill, which would
create 680,000 acres of new wilderness,
was approved in the Senate, but time ran
out for approval in the House. The bill is
supported by .all three members of
Wyoming's congressional delegation.

However, Cunningham said the bill
falls short of the acreage his group
would like to see included. Also the bill
would release more than three million
acres ofland from further study, 9l?en-
ing it up for multiple lise, according to
the Casper Star- Tribune.

Although both the Wyoming and
Montana bills will have to begin again in
1983, Cunningham pointed out that the
groundwork has been done and action
should begin soon in 1983.

- Carol Jones

s
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with elan, a subject not relevant to many
of us, especially here at HCN who are
usually on the other end oLoh, never
mind), but those tangents only add fla-
vor to the magazine. Subscriptions are
$14 per year from CQ, Box 428, Sausa-
lito, California 94966.

The "guru" of bioregional thought is
Peter Berg, founder of the Planet Drum
Foundation. CQ called Berg "charis-
matic and a spieler" Planet Drum is an
"explorer's guide for planet people."
The organization publishes books and
four newsletters a year and performs a

l number of other services for its
members. Memberships are Sl 0 from
Box 31251, San Francisco, California
94131_ We are indebted to Planet Drum

,..for perrnissiorr to reprint 'a number of
the illustrations used in this issue.

Planet Drum has taken its own look at
our region in "Backbone :- the Rock-
ies." Copies are available for $4.00 post-

. paid at the above address,

•
With this issue, High Country News

ends its publishing year and takes one
issue off to regroup. Our next issue will
be dated january 21, 1983. We'd like to
wish all of our readers a joyful holiday
season. See you next year.

•
We made an error when reporting on

former intern Jennifer Walford's gra-
duation two issues ago. She is still gra-
duating, but· it is from Northern
Colorado University, not Colorado
State. -

- /bestajj



-Forest Service mum
on land, sale

The u.s forest Service is conducting
an inventory of 140 million acres of
national forest land to determine how
much is suitable for sale. The goal of the
sale is to reduce the national debt and
dispose of forest land that is too costly
to manage (HCN, 7/23/82).

In late November, the agency's
Washington, D.C. office issued guide-
lines to direct forest supervisors in COI1-

ducting their inventories. Under the
guidelines, lands to be considered for
sale include tracts separated from the
main bodies of national forests or scat-
terd in "checkerboard" fashion' special-
use permit areas, such as summer home
tracts; and land surrounding mineral
claims. Excluded from the inventory are
51 million acres of wilderness and wil-
derness study areas.

"The forest Service is identifying land
for further study and not for actual sale
at this point," said George Campbell of
the Forest Service's Intermountain
regional headquarters in Ogden, Utah.
Campbell said he has "no firm figures on
land to be considered for sale" in the
region, which includes national forests
in southern Idaho, Utah, Nevada and the
Bridger-Teton in Wyoming.

An official at the Rocky Mountain
regional office in- Lakewood, Colorado,
said the Forest Service has identified
land in Colorado and Wyoming suitable
for sale but the list is "not public infor-
mation yet."

Despite the agency's tight-lipped pol-
icy, newspapers in Montana and Idaho
obtained preliminary lists of sllable
lands identified by the Washington-
office. The Missoulian reported that the
list included the Lola National Forest,
18,600 acres; flathead, 47,400; Deer-
lodge, 50,600; Beaverhead, 49,300;
Kootenai, 57,600; Helena, 12,200;
Lewis and Clark, 59,200; and Custer,
350,000, including 120,00 acres of
national grassland.

'The Idaho Statesman reported that
13.6 million acres of national forest in
the state are being inventoried, includ-
ing the Payette, 69,100; Kaniksu,
18,600; Clearwater, 16,000; St. Joe,
31,400; and five tracts in the Caribou
ranging in size from 47,000 to 75,000.

"We're not saying that national forest
land should not be sold, but that the
national forests are capable of making
the "decisions on a more local basis,"
said Pat Ford of the Idaho Conservation
League in BOi,,;, ~eferring to Washing·

,\

Hatbead National F01Y!sl

ton's Idaho selections. ford said an aide
to Sen, james McClure (Rfdaho ) told
ICL the Senator opposes the sale pro-
gram until the administration presents a
speciftc proposal' to Congress and is
more open 'With the public about the
selection process.

Dick Carter of the Utah Wilderness
Association in Salt Lake City said that the
Forest Service has consistently denied
his organization information about the
sale and that UW A is prepared to me a
Freedom of Information Act request to
.obtain that information. Carter sees a
problem with the sale if it is pursuedfor

'exploitation rather than public benefit.
"When they get around to transferring
the land, who will it be transferred to?"
Carter asked.

Forest officials are to submit their
recommendations to Washingto~ in
January, 1983, at which time, accor,ding
to Campbell, the. forest Service will go
public with its program. He said there
will be public involvement in accor-
dance with the National Environmental
Policy Act, but could not be specific.
Any sale of forest Service land from this
inventory will have to .be approved by
Congress.

-Jeff Stern

Water rights churning in Montaria
Two recent court decisions in Mon-

tana have held that sections of the state's
Dearborn and Beaverhead rivers are
open to public recreation and cannot be
closed off by adjacent landowners.
While the decisions applied only to the.
specific sections of the rivers involved
in separate legal disputes, the judges in
both cases drew on state law which-says
that if a watelWllY is "navigable," it is
state property and is open to ftshermen
and boaters.

[n 1980 the Montana Coalition for
Stream Access, a group of sportsmen,
filed suit against a rancher whose land
included a stretch of the Dearborn
River, a tributary of the Missoufi River.
southwest of Great falls. The rancher,

. Michael Curran, had claimed ownership
of the riverbed and closed the stretch to
the public. He also complained of litter
and property danlage by recreationists.

Two weeks ago, state District Judge
Gordon Bennett ruled that the section
of the Qearbom River through Curran's
land was navigable by recreation craft

.and that the public had a right to use the
river "between ordinary high water lev·
els" without interference from land·
owners. Officials of - the Montana
Department of fish, Wildlife and Parks
are interpreting those levels to be the

defined stream channel, or· the line on
either side of the river where vegetation
ends. After the court decision was
issued: several landowners had com-
plained that Bennett's decision could
legally put campers and hikers in their
hay fieldsor even on the grounds of a
private Great falls country club. Both

. are occasionally flooded by high water
from nearby rivers.

The Coalition for Stream Access flied
a similar suit in another district COurt
over the 'question of public access to a
stretch of the Beaverhead River in

~southwestern Montana. There, a
rancher had put a fence across the river
to keep ftsheffilen and floaters off the
L5·mile stretm through his property.
The judge nlled that the stretch of the
Beaverhead was navigable and could
not be closed to the public.

Montana law says that navigable
streams are open to the public. The
recent decisions on the Beaverhead and
Dearborn rivers upheld that law by say·
ing that the practical rule for deteffilin·
ing navigability is whether recreational
c,raft - such as boats, rafts and other
aquatic gear - can get down the water,
way. [n the Beaverhead case, the judge
simply ruled that the river was navigable
"because it is floatable.:'

The distinction of what constillltes a

navigable stream is not always uniform.
Usually the federal government,
through the Army Corps of Engineers,
determines what is navigable, although
its own definitions vary. In 1979 the
Colorado Supreme Court held that most

. of the state's waterways were non-
navigable and therefore were the prop·
.erry of adjacent landowners, a. f\,Iling,
that re!lects the state's historical prior-
ity of private water rights over public
access to rivers (HCN, 11/26/82).

A criterion for navigabilitycornmonly
used is the historical use of a river -
speciftcally, whether it has, can or is
supporting commerce. In his decision
on the Dearbortl River, Judge Bennett
held that the commercial navigation cri·
te-rion wasn't necessa-ry because Mon-
tana law on navigable streams was clear.
Even so, Bennett said, recreational use
of the river can be considered a com·
rondal- use.

Although they have not yet ftled
appeals of the court decisions, the
ranchers have not ruled out the possibil·
ity. In an incident related to the stream
access case, Dearborn rancher Michael
Curran is, in the meantime, f 'nga law·
suit for running over a woma.. ; rubber
raft with his piclillp tnlck.

- Ellen Ditzler
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No more free wood
Those who have enjoyed collecting

free firewood from national forests will
more than likely have to start paying for
it now. The forest service has recently
announced it will charge a minimum of
51 0 for a wood cutting permit in high
demand areas, such as around cities and
towns. However, in some remote areas
where demand is low, permits may still
be free. Individual forest supervisors
will make the decision 011 whether or
not to charge, according to the Missou-
lian. The forest Service has been giving
free wood-cumng permits since 1973,
but Congress has rec!,ntly put pressure
on the agency to better utilize wood
resources. ..

Wilderness deteriorating
Idaho conservation groups have

claimed that the management of the
two-million acre River of No Return
Wilderness is inadequate and thereby a
threat to the area's wilderness charac-
teristics. In a United Press International
report, Dennis Baird, director of the
Idaho Environmental Council, said that
increased-road building in the area and
illegal acts such as motorcycle trespass-
ing and chain-saw use, are harming the
wilderness. He also said a nearby leach-
ing pond leaked this year, killing thou-
Sands of fish in one of the area's creeks.
Baird said the wilderness management
is scattered between six national forests
and at least lOranger districts. A
national forest official said a compre-
hensive management plan I will, be
released' in 1983 that will address the
problems and others with which Baird
is concerned .

Water woes for Flathead
Domestic sewage is the culprit for

. declining water quality in Flathead Lake
in Montana according to a University of
Montana biologist, The biologist. Jack
Stanford, told the Missoulian that sew-
age is the cause of a large percentage of
phosphorous !lowing into' the lake.
Phosphorous from sewage is the prim-
ary nutrient that blue-green algae feed
on. An overload of blue- green algae· can
deplete oxygen in the water and
increase temperatures, making iCdiffi-
cult for plants and fish to survive (HeN.
10/17/82). Also, some blue-green algae
ean produce deadly toxins. Stanford
warned that open pit mining proposed
for the upper Flathead drainage could
make the' silllation worse if it caused
erosion- year·round into the lake. There
are ftve .mines proposed for the upper
Flathead drainage.

Integrating poUution
The Environmental Protection

Agency is going to try a new plan to help
clean up the country's polluted water,
air and land. The new plan, called the
integrated management program, will
comoine the efforts offederal, state and
local governments to identitY and
resolve environmental pollution prob·
Iems. AIl three governmemlevels would
chip in on the cost. A pilot program will
begin in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. EPA
Administrator Anne Gorsuch said she
hopes the progranl will help sort out
environmental priorities.
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HOTLINE
Acid rain study quashed

The Environmental Protection .
Agency is culling its budget for a
research project on coal-fired power
plants' contributions to acid rain by 80
percent. The cutback, ordered by the
Office of Management and Budget,
means the project will not be com-
pleted this fiscal year as was originally
planned. EPA has not appealed the OMB
decision. Environmentalists say the
action is a sign that the Reagan adminis-
tration is not serious about studying the
cause of acid rain. The administranon's
oft-repeated position on acid rain has
been that more research is needed
before utility emissions can be cited as
the cause of the problem.

Air improves over Kellogg
The Idaho Bureau of Air Quality

reported that lead pollution in the air
above Kellogg has dropped sharply'
since Bunker Hill Company closed its
lead-zinc-silver mining complex there
earlier this year. Concentrations of lead
averaged 8.1 micrograms per cubic
meter of air for the lastthree months of
198I, before the plant closed down.
After the shutdown, lead concentra-
tions have been below two micrograms
and falling. The sharp decline indicates
that emissions from the active plant
were a more important source of lead
pollution than was previously thought
by state and company officials..

Leasing streamlined
Interior Secretary James Watt is con-

tinuing his efforts to streamline the Inte-
rior Department's mineral leasing
programs. Watt has given the Bureau of
LandManagement fullresponsibility for
onshore mineral activities including
resource evaluation, review of permits
and enforcement. The Minerals Man- .
agement Service, created last J'I!1Uaiy,
will manage offshore leasing and min-
eral royalties from both onshore and
offshore development. A BLM news
release said the streamlining eliminates
overlap between the two agencies'
functions and will not affect Interior's
Office of Surface Mining.

Ranch easement kiUed
A Senate subcommittee killed fund-

ing for the purchase of scenic ease-
ments for the 1200-acre McGregor
Ranch in Rocky Mountain National Park
in Colorado, Authorization for purchase
of the easement was made in 1980
when the park boundaries were re-
drawn to include the ranch. The House
okayed the appropriation but the Senate
subcommittee deleted the funding. Sen.
GaryHart (D-Colo.) saidthe purchase is
important to prevent further develop-
ment along the park boundary, the
Denver Post reported. If the purchase is
not authorized by September 30, 1983,
the ranch will remain a' working
operation.

Water for tbe feds
The- Colorado Supreme Court has

recently approved another contender in
the ongoing battle for western water.
The court ruled that the federal govern-
ment can claim water flowing through
public lands under the "reserved rights"
doctrine. The reserved rights doctrine
was passed in 1952 and reserved water
for the government for its uses. The
court ruling was very specific in stating
the government lands could use only
the water "necessary to achieve the pur-
poses for which they were set aside,".
according to the Denver Post. The
Denver Water Board is afraid the deci-
sion will result in a decrease in availabil-
ity of water and that costs will soar. The
United States has never before asserted
a reserved water right in Colorado.

Superfund to the rescue
The Environmental Protection

Agency recently released its national
priority list of sites it considers polluted
and messy enough to be eligible for
Superfund aid. EPA's 51.6 billion Super-
fund is to be used in cleaning up toxic
waste pollution. Every state in the Rocky
Mountain region has at least one site on
the list.

There are four sites in Colorado. In
Leadville, acid mine drainage is seep-
ing into the ArkansasRiver creating sur-
'face water contamination. Potential for
groundwater contamination also-exists .•
In Idaho Springs 'acid mine drainage is
going into Clear Creek causing surface
water contamination. At Woodbury
Chemical Company in Commerce City,
pesticide remains were buried in shal-
low ground creating polluted surface
runoff after a fire damaged the pesticide
producing company. A Potential for
groundwater contamination also exists
there. At Sand Creek on the border of
Commerce City and Denver, several
companies may be involved in ground-
water and surface water contamination.
The EPAwill not disclose names when it
has not determined 'which companies
are responsible. In Denver there are 31
separate properties known as the
Denver radium site, with radioactive
materials buried on the property,

In Montana, there are also four sites
including Anaconda where there is

groundwater, surface water and air con-
tamination ftom the smelter located in
town. In libby several companies are
possibly involved in groundwater con,
tamination. In Milltown, there is
groundwater contamination from
arsenic (HeN, 12/10/82). Outside of
Butte, several companies are possibly
involved in the contamination of Silver
Bow creek.

Three sites are listed in Idaho. In Kel-
logg, there has been widespread heavy
metal contamination, of surface water,
groundwater and air from the Bunker
Hill smelter. However, the company has
been doing cleanup work. In Rathdrum,
at the Arrcom Corporation's inactive
site that used to recycle oils, leakage and
spillage is a potential threat to ground-
water. And at Caldwell, at the Flynn
Lumber Company's inactive site for pro-
ducing wood preservatives, ground-
water contamination is possible.

At Laramie, Wyoming, there is poten-
tial groundwater pollution from the
Baxter/Union Pacific site.

And in Rosebud Park in Salt Lake City,
there is a sludge pit that Amoco Oil has
already started cleaning up. They are
footing the bill and expect to be fin-
ished by July 1983. .

The Superfund, enacted in 1980, was
allocated 51.6 billion to spend until its
funding expires in 1985. Only 5147 mil-
lion had been used up until July 1982.

<,(
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Anaconda, Montana

According to -Bxposure, only 569 mil-
lion of the. U4ii million was used for
remedial action -ot emergency
response. The. other $18 million was
used, on administrative, research and
development and contract costs.

Now that the sites are listed, John
Wardell, program manager for the
Superfund in EPA'sRegion 8 in Denver,
said the next step is to see if the party
responsible for the pollution is still at
the site. If the party is there, they get to
do the cleanup.

If the site is on private land and the
party is not present, Wardell said the
state must match. 10 percent of the
Superfund before aid can be given and
cleanup can begin. If the site is on state
or local government lands, the govern-
ment involved must match 50 percent
of the Superfund to receive aid.

- Carol Jones

Depressed economy halts Klondike sale

EPA policy on violators up in-air
December 3I is the deadline forcom-

munities across the country to clean up
their air pollution problems or incur the
wrath of the U.S.Environmental Protec- .
tion Agency. But the EPA has not yel
decided what, if any, sanctions it will
mete out to offending communities.

Under the Clean Air Act of 1970, the
EPAset ambient air quality standards (or
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,
ozone, nitrogen oxides and total sus-
pended particulates. Communities had
until 1975 to either meet the standards
or develop EPA-approved pollution
control plans. Subsequent amendments
to the Act pushed the deadline back to
December 3I, 1982. Possible penalties
include moratoriums on permits for
new pollution sources in problem areas
and reduced federal funding for pro-
ject' such as highway construction.

Communities in the northern Rocky
Mountain states facing EPA sanctions
include Cascade, Missoula and Yellow- .
stone counties in Montana, which lack
approved plans for carbon monoxide
(CO) control; Pueblo, Colorado and Sil-

.verbow counties in Montana, which have
failed to carry out plans to curb total
suspended particulates (TSP); Bannock
and Caribd,u counties, Idaho, where,
despite approved plrm TSP remains a

Wyoming conservation groups now
have some breathing room in their
efforts to stop the; proposed Klondike.
Hill Timber Sale in the Bridger-Teton
National Forest, near Pinedale. The
Louisiana-PacificCorporation has asked
the U.S.Forest Service to allow the com-
pany to withdraw .its bid for the sale,
citing depressedeconomic conditions
as the reason for the request.

The proposed three-million board
feet, 250-acre clearcut has -been
opposed by conservation groups in the
state. The Wyoming Wilderness Associ-
ation has made two appeals on the deci-
sion to go ahead with the sale. The

~;."

second appeal is still pending a decision
by Forest Service chief Max Peterson.
Fred Kingwill, public information
officer of the Bridger-Teton National
Forest, emphasized that the withdrawal
has no effect on the appeal.

"The Forest Service has not accepted
Louisiana-Pacific's request yet," Klng-
will said. "We are looking into the legal-
ity of such a request."

Kingwill also said the Forest Service
has no intention of re-advertising the
sale until after the final appeal decision
is made and until the Wyoming Forestry
Management Report is out. The report

is an independent study requested by
Gov. Ed Herschler (D) to determine in
what directions forest management
should proceed in the next years. It
should be available in late January.

Klngwill explained that Louisiana-
Pacific was the high bidder on the sale,
but that Star Stud Lumber of Afton,
Wyoming, also bid and could be a likely
prospect if the agencydecides to reoffer
it. However Star Studhas not been oper-
ating for about a year - nor has
Louisiana-Pacific - because of
depressed markets, Kingwill said.

- CarolJones

problem; and the Denver metropolitan
area, where TSP is so senoJs that EPA
feels action to limit new sources of par-
ticulates is necessary. Denver has been
granted an extension to 1987 to meet
CO standards (HCN, 10/29/82).

An EPAspokesmansaid in the Missou-
tian that the Clean Air Act requires the
agency to invoke sanctions against com-
munities that don't make the deadline.
The EPA has been pressing Congress to
extend the deadline rather than penal-
ize communities that are close to com-
plying, the spokesman said. ,

But Bob Rose of the National Clean
Air Coalition in Washington, D.C. said
that, in reality, the act gives the EPA a
range of options in dealing with viola-
tors based on the severity of the prob-
lem and 'the communities' efforts to

~~=~~===:':';M~~/a,MT
comply. Rose said that the EPA'spublic
hard line on meeting the standards is
intended to pressure Congress into
weakening the Clean Air Act, which is
up for reauthorization. "EPA is saying
that penalizing communities would
impede industrial growth and that an
extension, as well asweakening the act,
is 'needed," Rose said.

Johnny Pearson of EPA'sControl Pro-
grams Development Division,which is
currently developing a policy regarding
the deadline, would not comment on
EPA's alternatives now that Congress
has not granted an extension of the
deadline. Pearson saida decision by EPA
administrator- Anne Gorsuch is
expected shortly.

-Jeff Stern
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Montana decisions could spark RARE III.~ HOTU1\1E
Efforts by a group of Montana wilder-

ness supporters to keep oil and gas
development out of a national forest
hiking area near Glacier National Park,
could be the first step toward another
Forest Service study of the nation's road-
less areas.

The Flathead chapter of the Montana
Wilderness Association is invoking '!11
October 22 ruling by the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals in San Francisco that
found inadequate the study of 46 Cali-
fornia roadless areas included in the
Forest Service's RAREII (Roadless Area
Review and Evaluation). The suit was
brought by environmentalists unhappy
with the amount of designated
wilderness.

The MWA hopes to expand that deci-
sion to include the Jewel Basin Hiking
Area, located south of Glacier National
Park. In an administrative appeal to the.
Northern Region forester, the MWA
claims that the RAREIf EIS "has fallen"
and a new study considering the Jewel
Basin for wilderness must be prepared.
If the Forest Service decides in favor

of the appeal, or two others like it, one

in Oregon and the other in California, it
may mean that the entire review of road-
less areas in the national forests will be
repeated.
A spokesman for the Forest Service in

Washington, D.C., meanwhile, said the
Forest Service is undecided on how to
proceed. The Forest Service has until
January 22 to file an appeal with the
Supreme Court.
The first review, RARE I, was con-

ducted in 1972. The studywasan inven-
tory of all roadless lands to see if they
met I;.0rest Service criteria for desig-
nated wilderness.
Environmentalists were displeased

with the result of RARE I. In 1976
former President Jimmy Carter named
, Rupert Cutler assistant secretaryofagri-
culture and Cutler announced that the
Forest Service would undertake RARE II
to stop lawsuits and resolve
controversies.
RARE II plans incensed the timber

industry, which mobilized its workers
and submitted tens of thousands of sig-
natures to protest any further
wilderness.

Conservationists are wary of a RARE
Ill. Bill Cunningham, Montana repre-
sentative of the Wilderness Society, said
another roadless area review could
mean a backlash against wilderness .by
lawmakers.
"It's a two-edged sword," Cun-

ningham said. "The decision is a victory
in demonstrating the inadequacies of
the RARE II process. But a strict applica-
tion of the (California) ruling would
precipitate RARE II release legislation."
Release legislation would lake the

maner out of Forest Service hands and
allow Congress to decide. If the mea-
sure passed, it would .ratify RAREII the
way it stands, and legislatively block any
further consideration of non-wilderness
lands for wilderness designation.
Release legislation has been introduced
before but has failed.
Some political insiders claim the

Forest Service will. not appeal the Cali-
fornia decision, but will include new
wilderness and non-wilderness consid-
erations in the forest plans that are cur-
rently being prepared.

- Jim Robbins

Groups negotiate Indian water claims
Interior Secretary James Watt tried to

reassure an ad hoc Western coalition
that he is serious about expediting set-
tlement of Indian water claims. At a
meeting with' Watt on December' 8,
three warring factions - industry,
states and Indians - presented their
pleas for money and technical assist-
ance for tribes to resolve what they
believe is one of the chief hurdles to
further development of the West -.
'Watt agreed that negotiation is pref-

erable to either litigation or legislation
for settling the claims, which affect
every major river basin in the coal and
uranium producing areas of the West,
including the Powder River, San Juan,
Columbia, Colorado, Missouri and Din-
tah Basins.

He said he would make $4 million
available for inventories, which the coa-
lition said was the first step necessary
for tribes to determine how much water
they need. John Eehohawk of the Native
American Rights Fund said po one
knows yet if the $4 million will be
enough. At a meeting scheduled for late
January, the tribes hope to start deter-
mining how much is needed and which

lawsuits could most likely be settled out
of court. More than 50 Indian water
rights cases are now being litigated in

. the West. J

Meanwhile, representatives of the
industry group - the Western Regional
Council- andofthestates- the West-
ern Governors Policy Office - are pre-
paring their own priority lists for
settling the lawsuits. The Indian groups
represented in the ad hoc coalition are
~ARF, the Council of Energy Resource
Tribes and the National Congress of
American Indians.

Money is expected to be the biggest
problem. For example, the Three Affil-
iated Tribes of North Dakota have asked
the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
$500,000 to complete the final phase of
their water inventory. These tribes have
completed more of their warer study
than most others in the West. Their
water rights could affect several coal
conversion plants planned in western
North Dakota.
'Some tribes object to the ad hoc coa-

lition's position that "consensual nego-
tiated settlements" are the preferred
solution. Another group, the Indian

interior SecretaryJames Watt

Rights Water Coalition, believes that
tribes will lose water and will be forced
to submit to state control if they nego-
tiate to settle water disputes.

- Matjane Ambler

Utah utility puffs wind map
Utah Power and Light has requested

funding from the Utah State Legislature
to begin work on a wind map.

According to Val A. Finlayson, the
company is looking for areas in Utah,
Idaho and Wyoming that have potential
for wind energy. Finlayson said, "First -
we're looking at where we could put
them (the wind generators). Then we'll
look at what the potential winds are
and, as the devices are designed and
developed, we'll look at it from an eco-
nomic point of view."
It is hoped that wind mapping will

reveal small pockets in the Utah desert
where twisted and deformed stands of
sagebrush and other desert plants have'
been buffeted mercilessly by localized
winds since they were seedlings. These
wind pockets are found in areas of gen-
erally mild winds where a combination
of weather patterns and geological fea-
tures tend to focus and intensify the
wind. Plants outside these pockets grow I

. normally.

If it does not receive state funding,
UP&L is scheduled to hire an energy
consulting firm, AeroVironment to look
for the stands of deformed plants as the

firm begins a three-state search for
potential wind-powered electric gener-
ator sites later this month.

Finlayson said UP&L has committed
to spending more than $I00,000 over
two years to study the potential for
large-scale wind-powered electric gen-
eration in the area. .
-Although large-scale wind generation

is still in its infancy, Finlayson predicted
that wind power will eventually con-
tribute to the UP&L system.
Kevin J. Gillars, renewable resource

manager for the Utah Energy Office, said
there has never been a comprehensive
mapping of the state's wind energy.
"That's something that's needed before
large-scale use or commercialization of
wind can be started," he said.
Tom Zambiano, AeroVironment pro-

ject engineer, said the company has
already reviewed historical wind
records and other studies have been
reviewed. Crews have recently been
sent to the study areas to begin a field
survey of the possible sites.
"We know from historic data that

Wyoming is windy and the information
for Idaho is good. We have less informa-
tionfrom Utah sowe'renottoooptimis-

tic about the chances there," said
Zambiano.

- Layne Miller

Great quote, Ed, but what are you
getting at?Wyoming Gov. EdHerschler
(D) said he viewed the decision to base
the MX in his state with' mixed emo-
tions, "It's like a mother-in-law driving a
new Cadillac over a cliff or a teenage
daughter coming home at 3,00 a.m.
with a Gideon Bible under her arm."

Maybe CivilDefense reallycan work.
A check sent to the "City of Great Falls,
P.O. Box 2738, Great Falls, Montana
59403" was returned to sender marked,
"Moved, left no address."

Conservation notes from all over.
The Interior Department under Secre-
tary James Watt has adopted a policy of
printing its press releases on both sides
of a sheet of paper, thus saving some
trees. The Sierra Club prints its press
releases on only one side of each sheet.

No reactor for Idaho
Although most people wouldn't want

it anywhere close by, a group of Idaho
residents is trying to pursuade the fed-
eral goverrunent to build a nuclear reac-
tor at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. (NEL was one site being
considered by scientists for a $4 billion
military nuclear reactor, which would
produce tritium. However the scientists
decided that a spot in South Carolina
would be better and now the Idaho Falls
pro-nuclear committee is asking the
Department of Energy to reconsider.
Idaho Power Company had expressed
interest in buying steam produced from

. the reactor. INEL was discarded as tile
choice because it had no experience in
building military facilities.

No coal Jor railroads
Railroad company subsidiaries will no .

longer be able to obtain federal coal
leases from the Interior Department.
The ban reverses a six-year-old policy
that allowed railroad subsidiaries to
mine federal coal, according to the Wall
Streeljourna/. The policy will not affect
federal coal leases currently held by
these companies. The policy change
comes after a long dispute between the
Interior and Justice departments over
Interpretation of a section of the Min-
erai Leasing Act of 1920. The Justice
Department always felt such leases
decreased competition because rail-
roads already owned large coal reserves
on federal land. In the past the Interior
said leasing to the subsidiapes was per-
missible because they did not directly
operate the railroads. Burlington North-
em's subsidiary, Meridian Land and Min-
eral Company, told the Missouiian the
decision does not atIect them because
they do not ~old any federal leases and
have no plans to do so.

Contempt charges
Environmental Protection Agency

Administrator Anne Gorsuch may be
. wishing she had turned over certain
subpoenaed documents to -Congress
concerning EPA toxic waste cleanup
procedures. After refusing to release 23
of 787,000 documents requested by a
House snbcommittee, the House began
contempt of Congress proceedings
against her. If found in contempt, she
could face up to a year in jail and S1,000
in fines. The documents were requested
earlier this year after investigations
showed the EPA may not have been
requiring some chemical companies to
pay the complete costs of cleaning up
toxic dumps, and because the agency
had been charged with unethical behav-
ior. Gorsuch refused to tum over the
documents on orders from President
Reagan and because she claimed it
would jeopardize EPA's case against cer-
tain chentical dumps(Hov, 12110/82).

EPA blasted
One Environmental Protection

Agency career official and one former
EPA official have both blasted the agen-
cy's efficiency and responsibility in car-
ing for the nation's environmental
health. The career EPA official told the
Denver Post that the agency has con-
tinued letting companies dump toxic

" wastes in landfills even though experts
knew the toxics would eventually leak
into the environment. He said there are
other ways to deal with the wastes, but
they are more expensive. In a separate
statement, the former EPA official told
the Associated Press that Americans will
be exposed to at least 50 percent more
toxic chemicals because budget cuts
have hurt. the agency's effectiveness. He
saieVtJledecrease in EPA's personnel
will leave it unable to fulfill aU its regula-
tory duties. !
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Itis the duty and privilege of writers
to oversimplify nearly everything.
So, I have a simple definition of the

Rocky Mountain West. First, draw a line
down the spine of the Rockies, more oro'
less along the Continental Divide. Then,
at random points along this' line, pro-
ceed east and west, questioning people
as you go. When you meet the first per-
son in each direction who will admit to
liking John Denver, you have reached
the end of the Rocky Mountain West.

Personally, I think John gets a bad
deal from his fellow mountain folk.
While I'm not exactly a fan of his , I don't
think he is singlehandedly responsible
for the current population boom in the
Rockies. Nevertheless, for good or ill,
John is firmly established in the collec-
tive American consciousness as the
ambassador from the Rocky Mountain
High country.

High Country Newsoperates on the
premise that people from one state in
the Rocky Mountains can benefit from
learning about the experiences of peo-
ple in the others. The unspoken assump-
tion behind this is that-there is a Rocky
Mountain identity, a character, if you
will, that is strong enough so that a per-
son from Colorado would recognize
someone from Montana or Utah as a sort
of spiritual fellow traveler, despite otherdilferences. . ~

But does it really exist, this Rocky
Mountain identity? Do people here feel
the pull of regionalism like, say; midwes-
terners or New England natives? Do the

Rockies, as a state of mind, a bioregion, a
spiritual force, exist?

There have been a number of
attempts to cash in on this regional
identity, of which the most recent was
Rocky Mountain Magazine, a hand-
some and well-constructed bi-monthly
out of Denver. Its recent failure in the
regional market does not speak well for
the idea. Every once in a while, one of
the Denver newspapers - the Post or
the Rocky Mountain News - decides
that it will try to be the region's news-
paper. They ballyhoo it for a while, then
quietly told their tents and retreat to
Denver. In fact, the paper you hold in
your hands is now the only one still
waging war in that particular arena.
While High Country News is still pub-
lishing, it has not been a rousing finan-
cial success, as evidenced by the appeals
for money you subscribers periodically
receive.

Nevertheless, we cling stubbornly to
the tenet that there is something unique
and binding about the Rocky Mountain
region. So, we put together this special
issue which attempts to define the
Rockies and delineate the Rocky Moun-
tain character. This endeavor WAS

inspired by a couple of things. TI,e first
was the publication last winter of an
issue of Coeoolution Quarterly, the sort
of magazine 1 hope to found when I'm
reincarnated.

The CQ issue was on "biore-
glans," a somewhat amorphous

- {~rtnulatian-~ ·that • defies easy
I I

definition. The central element of
"bioregional theory" (to elevate it to a
status I'm not sure it deserves) is the
"importance given to natural Systems."
In other words: to look at your biore-
gion, you must look at what the land is
and how it works, and then determine
your relationship to it, without forcing
your will upon it. Let the narural system
work first, then define your relationship
to it.

In his writing, John Steinbeck used to
reach for "non-teleological truth." This
was his attempt to examine things as
they are without superimposing predc-
termmed values on them. He had little
use, for instance, for the idea that at
base, man was a good, noble and peacea-
ble creature when there was a whole
history of evil, cruelty and warfare to
prove otherwise. Bioregionalism is a
son of non-teleological approach to the
biosphere. Look first at what the earth
has given tis, not at what we wish the
earth had given us.

As might be inferred from the preced-
. ing, there are no hard and fast rules on
defining a bioregion, Some obvious
criteria jump out - geology, land forms,
climate, wildlife. Some other not-so-
obvious definitions offer themselves as
well - spiritual and cultural ones. The
way you reel about a place often deter-
mines your attitude toward it.

The second inspiration for this issue
was a sort of "hey-I've-got-an-idea" sug-
gestion from Kevin Hildebrandt, the
field staff director of the National Out-

door Leadership School here in Lander.
Kevin said, "How about if 1do a story for
you based on the idea of bioregions?"
We thought it was a great idea and
ended up with a series of stories in the
special issue you hold in your hands.
Except that Kevin never got around to
doing one.

We've collected several articles from
a number- of our regular writers about
their views of the region. Some look at
broad, comprehensive definitions of the
Rockies. Some concentrate on the val-

-Ieys and plains in which they live or
which have special meaning for them.
All the articles approach the question of
the Rocky Mountain identity and the
region a little differently.

We intend this to be a starting point
for discussion, not a declarative judg-
ment on the subject. When 1was talking
about this special issue the other night
with a friend, he gave several cogent
arguments on the lack of a Rocky Moun-
tain identity. Still, 1 intuitively believe
that it does exist and that there is some-
thing - if only a sense of place and
spiritual heritage - to be gained from
it.

I hope you, gentle reader, enjoy this
speculative adventure into the heart of
the Rockies. If you have other ideas,
we'd like to hear from you. In any case,
we hope this special issue provides you
with some food for thought over the
holiday season.

•

•
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A perpetual
•mirage

jameS Watt
Interior secretary,

by Joan Nice
Way out West tbe sky's the limit.
Your heart and mind are free.

There's a world with no cares in it.
That's where / want to be.

- "Oregon" by Billy Ray Reynolds

The Rocky Mountain West is still a
place where the frontier dream
of infinite possibilities lingers,

somehow linked to the plethora of sky
and paucity of people. Never mind that
most of the immigrants arrive in such
places as Denver or Salt Lake City. City
dwellers here are sustained by the
knowledge they can drive to the wilds
on the weekend. Urban or rural, we're
all wrapped up in the ambiguous prom-
ise of awesome space.
To some, the geography of the Rock-

ies translates into economic opportun-
ity. To others, an easygoing lifestyle. To
others, the invigoration ofwild country.
However we interpret it, the land has its '
hold on us. .... '~,
But from that bit of common ground,

modern Rocky Mountaio society gets
complicated. We can't be represented
by just any' old tall glass of water in a
Stetson, or by our 20-mule-team Presi-
dent Reagan, or by anyone else suffl-
ciently squinty eyed and tanned to
appeal to the nation's sense of nostalgia
about the Old West. While the region
may uniformly wrinkle OUf faces, it has
much less predictable effects on our
minds.

For a sample of the kind of philoso-
phical diversity that the Rockies have
spawned, take a' look at the region's
elected representative's.Arizona has
handed the political reins to such philo-
sophical opposites as Gov. Bruce Bab-
bitt (D) and sen. Barry Goldwater (R).
Colorado is similarly eclectic in its sup-
port of liberal sen. Gary Hart (D) and
conservative Sen. Bill Armstrong (R).ln
Montana, mostly Democrats Me sent to
Washington. In Wyoming and Utah, the
reverse is true. Yet aU three states have
Democratic governors.

Even with all the diversity these choi-
ces reflect, outsiders continue to try to
pigeonhole us according to their owu
prejudices about "The West." Accord-
ing to the Washington Post in a recent
story on oil and gas leasing near Jackson
Hole, "Grizzly bears have long outnum-
bered avowed environmentalists in
Wyoming." That's our rude frontier
image, while reality has political candi-
dates of both parties vying with one
another for environmentalists' .approval,•

.'One can be a technotwit, a
businessman, a flower child or
even a woman and win. elections
here, but it helps if one also

knows how to swing a rope, or at
least a fly rod.

Some of our states boast the toughest air
quality and strip mine laws in rhe nation.
During the Sagebrush Rebellion,

Newsweek put a cowboy on its pages to
talk about the region's gripes with the
federal government. The nation under-
standably got the impression that the
.West's wishes were the cowboy's: to get
the federal government out of the land
"management business.

Never mind that an independent poll
showed that a majority of Westerners
did not support the rebellion. Media
attention made it seem a significant
revolt against centralized authority. The
myth of a unified Western front was
perpetuated.

l1eSagebrush Rebels' tale held
plenty of appeal. It was a well-
staged kick in the teeth to a

bureaucracy that has few friends in the
Wes!, performed by crusty Old West-
characters who seemed to have the sup-
port of the president and all the others
wbo counted in the administration. It
was a bit like one of those saturday after-
noon movies. Action, power, colorful
characters - it Was all there to be made
over by the national press.
But when, after the 1980 election, the

powerful types backed off in their sup;
port for the rebels, the press lost inter-
est. After News,vefk heard that Interior
secretary James Watt had "defused" the
rebellion by making the federal govern-
ment a "good neighbor" in WestelJ1
states, the magazine declared that the
rebellion was dead. The angry minority
of ranchers was as engagingly pugna-
cious as ever, but the power element
had dropped out of the equation. The
movement instantly lost the spotlight.
The Sagebrush Rebellion episode is

instructive because it reflects the
nation's penchant for oversimplifying
the politics of the Rocky Mountain

West. Square-jawed Nevada rancher
Dean Rhoads, who was dubbed the
father of the rebellion, so thoroughly fit
the stereotype of the Rockies' inhabit-
ants that, for a while, he was allowed to
speak for them. ,
His voice carried partly because he

looked like something out of the West's
past, like someone close to the land.

Sometimes wc'wirhin-the-region are
willing to buy this kind of blarney our-
selves. Local politicians all try to dazzle
us with their earthiness. Everyone who
has ever ridden a horse or plucked a
chicken tells voters he or she has a
ranching background when runnlng for
office. One can be a technotwit, a busi-
nessman, a flower child or even a
woman and win elections here, but it
helps if one also knows how to swing a
rope,' or at least a fly rod.
Wyoming's senior senator, Malcolm

Wallop (R), a Yale graduate whose par-
ents were born in England, is locally
famous for a commercial he used in the
1976 election campaign showing a
cowboy riding a horse dragging an out-_
house from the saddle. A clever protest
to a federal rule requiring businesses to
supply restrooms for workers, the ad
had just the right impact. It supported
our image of ourselves as independent
rustics, quintessential Westerners, still
brave and free enough to scoff at the
feds.
The only trouble' is that this quintes-

sential Westerner striding about in a
land of unlimited opportunity doesn't
exist. He probably never existed, out-
side of our minds. The West is a "perpe-
tual mirage," according to historian
Walter Prescott Webb, an unrealizable
ideal that brought people across the
country and then one-third of the way
back, not to a land of plenty, but to one
of deprivation and scarcity.
A contemporary Colorado historian,

Robert G. Athearn, said of the nation's

RodNasb'

- unrealistic dreams for the Rockies: "lr
was here that the westward projection'
of the agrarian myth died, the cult of
pioneering, as it had been known for
generations, collapsed against the
Rockies."

Or should have collapsed. But as
we all know, the myth lives on

. in the country's economic and
personal fancies about the West. If
anything holds the settlers of this region
together, it's a common hopefulness
about this place as an .economic or
spiritual retreat. These expectations
have a reasonable chance of being
fulfilled. The Rockies are a pleasant,
sparsely populated place to live, with a
growing diversity of economic
opportunities. The established
residents are still, in most places,
friendly and accepting.

But they must sometimes grimace at
the excessive romanticism of some folks
in town - especially those with big
schemes who expect more than the
land or the tiny town they've chosen can
give. The realists are not the shakers
who get calls from Newsweek. They are
the people whose families and fortunes
were around when the myth of the infi-
nite frontier collapsed- who've quietly
learned to live through lean times in
harsh dry country. Or they ar_e people
who don't have such a long personal
history in the region, but who have
somehow gained a thorough under-
standing of their home and an accep-
ranee of its limitations.

From the times ofthe beaver boom to
the energy boom, the well-adapted few
have had to endure the upheavals
caused by influxes of people with a dif-
ferent attitude - the ones who act on
pure pluck and determination, the ones
who have bought the-sky's-the-limit
myth of the West. They are still around
today, reinforcing the stereotypes of
joumallists and other observers who
think they've got us pegged.

Our diminishing water supplies.
eroding soils and darkening city skies
are evidence of this modern hubris. In a
way so is our region's peculiar political
schizophrenia. If we could come to a
consensus about our natural limits and
potentials, perhaps we wouldn't tear off
in so many political directions. Perhaps
we wouldn't be so susceptible to the
Madison Avenue cowboy hype fed to us
by the national press and our own politi-
cians. Perhaps we 'could work together
to build a place where the land's the
limit, and the heart and mind are free.
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Everybody has to be someplace

On a windy pass, two days' hike
from the end of the road, I met
a friend who, as it turned out,

had hiked in three days from the other
side of the divide. As I recognized him, I
had a sense of unreality. It was too
perfecra coincidence.''What the hell
are you doing here?" I asked, somewhat
rhetorically. He grinned and shifted the
weight of his pack.

"Everybody's got to be somewhere,"
he replied.
When we talk about bioregions, we

are talking, in the most specific sense, of
our personal somewheres. Only in the-
ory is life a quantity that floats free-each
event - each kiss, each heartbreak -
occurs someplace. We say, with uncon-
scious insight, that it "takes place."

That this should seem insight rather
than everyday truth shows how we have
split our consciousness of life from that
of place. We now know more - quan-
titatively at least - about the earth than
in any other time. We are also capable of
engineering the greatest harm. Factors
other than consciousness play a large
part - population for instance - but
our ability to conceive of ourselves in
terms so separate from those of the
planet we live on argues that some great
change has transpired.
When Smohalla, a Nez Perce,

responded to well-armed insistence
that he and his people learn farming, he
said, "You ask me to plow the ground.
Shall I take a knife and tear my mother's
breast?" My first reaction is that he was
romanticizing. Some inner voice
whispers, 'We can't live in legends. We
have to live in the real world"

Smohalla was stating what was to him
a self-evident truth. For me, it is harder
to grasp. The characterization of the
land as one's mother runs deep, as any
book of myth or anthropology will tes-
tilY, though in intellecntaI terms. My
feelings for my own mother are strong .'
She ,fed me, took care of me, nurtured
me. That without the earth she would
have had nothing to feed and no place in
which to nurture is inescapable, but I
have to think about it instead of feeling
it' intmediately and spontaneously.
These days, it is respectable, even

mandatory, to have a vague love for the
land, to approve of "Nature" in general
terms. For those of us transfixed and
baIIIed by lives which bring money and
diversion .accompanied by little real
spiritual comfon, the thought that there
are places untouched - wildernesses
- is tranquilizing, like a Valium before
bed.
The ability to nurture this vague love

is too often bred in the luxury of not
having .to deal with nature's specifics.
To admire the elegant sweep of dunes .•
while choking on blowing sand takes
both imagination and hard-won endu-
rance. Nature as a goddess on a pedestal
resembles the classical Venus: lovely
but incomplete. The aims are missing

by C'L, Rawlins

that, while they can caress, can also deal
a stinging slap.

As a college freshman, I joined friends
to climb a peak that loomed almost
10,000 feet above the desert. We car-
ried more wine than food and were
dressed more likepirates than'mOWltam-
eers. We reached the sttrnmit in a state
of drunken hilarity and bellowed our
glee, our huge love for nature as we saw
it revealed below us. An ice storm blew
in from the west and suddenly we were
engaged in a struggie. Our c1othesfroze,
our hair froze and we began to stumble
down the long, broken ridge to safety.
One of my partners in the ecstasy at the
summit turned and bleated, eyes wide
with realization, 'We could die up
here!"

I:retrospect it's easy to come up
with snappy answers. I could have
.d, paraphrasing a later encounter,

"Everybody's got to die someplace." At
the time, I muttered something like
"bullshit" and prodded him on. But the
thought gripped me. I stared at the gray,
shattered rocks that we traversed and,
abruptly, each one had the exact shape
and weight of such a death. I knew that
place as I had never appreciated the
forgiving shade of the elms in my par-
ents'y.ud. .

I've not been back to that ridge in the
fourteen years since, but I can still recall
the details: the scrape and clatter of dis-
turbed cobbles, the frescoes of lichen
on a huge boulder, the buffet and bite of
the wind and a lost red felt hat spinning
and tumbling into the blue obscurity of
the storm. Though I left that place in a
hurried, suffering stagger, in some ways
it has never left me. In the same way that
we are supposed to remember the loss
of physical virginity with particular viv-
idness, I carry the picture of the place in
which I lost my spiritual innocence of
nature and realized that what ! had
loved in the abstract could kitl me, with
indifference.
Nature wasn't only green meadows,

blooming flowers, serene lakes, but also
that bleak, sleet-bitten ridge. Elsewhere
she might be Venus, but here she
became Kali, dancing on a heap of rocky
bones and rattling her necklace of
skulls.

In the wake of that moment, Isaw the
ridge with ncr eyes. The naked shapes

\

of the rock, the vivid lichens, the storm-
filtered light all took on a beauty and
significance difficult to express. The
closest I can come is to say that I recog-
nized myself in everything I saw and felt
everything I saw was somehow in me.
My life and that place were no longer
separate. If they ever had been, it was
through my inability to see and to feel.
Moments such as that pass and are

diluted by the flow of average, habit-
propelled days. But if the brief flashes of
unexpected knowing teach ~ything, it
maybe that the "real" world is not as we
thought, that perhaps legends are
necessary and it may be better, at times,
to live in them. The grave dangers at-
tached by "ignorant savages" to the cut-
ting of a sacred tree are not as much a
matter of fear of a certain spirit's
revenge as a metaphor for the danger
inherent in the attitude of the cutters.
Smohalla knew that he was capable of
plowing the ground, but he saw the vio-
lation outweighing any good to be -
gained from it. Our manipulation of nat-
ural process need not be avenged by
. demons wielding flaming swords. A
nuclear blast has the same effect. Myths
and legends carry the burden of many
years of human trial-and-error. We need
not accept dragons or giants to heed the
lesson about ourselves which they
convey.

The lesson is evident in many old
tales, for instance that of Midas and the
Golden Touch. King Midas felt, in his
misguided greed, that his power to turn
all things to gold by a touch of his hand
could not fail to make his life better. But
the food that he reached for became
gold - inedible - and the water that
he sought to quench his thirst solidified
into gold as it touched his lips. When he
touched his beloved daughter, she
became a golden statue; precious, but
without life. The realization of his short-
sighted desire made the world, for ,
Midas, unlivable. His power had
exceeded his wisdom and everything he
touched suffered, as he eventually did.

~

ience has given us a modem
equivalent of that Golde? Touch
d the current obsession with

cost/benefit analysis attempts to
change, or at least express, the' realities
such as water or unspoiled land or
uncut trees into dollars. The fixation
with dollar values and the use of them as
justification for the manipulation of real
values - drinkable water, land that pro-
duces food - is a sign that we, like
Midas, are victims of a fundamental dis-
tortion in our view of the world. A dollar
has value because we agree that it does.
But for starting a fire, a, real warming
fire, a handful of ones works aswell as a
.handful of fifties. One page of this paper
would be better than either. "

To bring/this back to-the terms 01 life
and place, It may be best to translate a

pseudosciennfic word - bioregion.-
to its simplest form. Regardless of such
concepts as .river drainage or altitude,
rainfall or species change, the most
immediate meaning of bioregion is
lifeplace.
Where do you live? I live in a cabin

between the Wind River Mountains and
a wide basin where rivers from snow-
fields and glaciers are thin threads
across plains of sage and short, tough
grass. Big Piney, across the basin where
the rolling plain begins to rise to the
foothills of the Wyoming Range consist-
ently reports the lowest temperatures
in the lower 48 states. As I write the
thermometer outside the window reads
ten below zero. By dawn it may drop to
twenty below and I'll wake up to find, as
I did this morning, my teakettle fuJI of
ice.
This place, in all its beauty and adver-

sity, is impossible to ignore. Eating
breakfast, I look out the north window
to see a single stem of leafless blackcur-
rant pointing up at Fremont Peak, forty
miles north and 6,000 feet up, its dark
buttresses and ice-white couloirs
etched with razor precision through
forty miles of clear cold air. Increas-
ingly, my love for nature begins at home.
The river that grows and shrinks with
the seasons. The bald eagle that flew
past this afternoon. The old cotton-
woods of the floodplain. Raucous mag-
pies. The wind.

In a small way, I characterize this
place. I cut wood and haul water. My
goings and comings wear a - path
through the willows and currants to the
river. My car leaves tracks in the snow.
In other ways this place characterizes

me. Sun and wind mark my face, low
pine boughs scratch it as I ride trails.
Besides beans from Idaho and oranges
from California, I eat antelope that I
hunted over the shortgrass desert. The
necessities of weather and mountains
engender a kind of practical attention to
detail: snug cinches, saddles oiled
against the rain, slicker rolled and tied
behind the cantle. Living in New York I
might be more concerned with avoid-
ing muggers, choosing the right party
for a weekend evening, a garbage strike.
The substance of life and a sense of
place come from the everyday details
rather than vague generalities.
Is a sense of place - a link between

bios and region - vital? One of Ameri-
ca's greatest afflictions is a feeling of
homeJessness, estrangement, anomie.
We accept these as modem axioms. A
book like Roots fascinates us, reflects a
need to anchor our lives in the knowl-
edge that we came from some certain
person in some place. Mobility has both
advantages and costs. Even given this
longing, we may regard a person who
has lived for seventy years in the same
small town as being deficient in: curios-
ity or ambition, perhaps in courage.
Even though he has worked hard, reared .

I
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Myths and legends carry the burden 'Of many years of
human triat-and-error. We need not accept dragons or
giants to-heed the lesson about ourselves which they
convey.
a family, endured accidents and trou-
bles, we mal' say that he has not seen the
world. That his grasp of his limited
world may be more complete, more ful-
filling, more intimate than our grasp of
the wider world we inhabit does not
seem to temper our judgment. The
mark of a place on a person is too often
seen as something to be overcome.

A philosopher, George Santayaoa,
observed, "To me it seems a dreadful

. indignity to have a soul controlled by
geography." , .

Santayana was speaking more of a
kind of blindness engendered by
excesses of nationalism I but the burden
of the thought is on the word "con-
trolled." It seems that our souls are too
much controlled by the artificial geo-
graphy we have imposed on the land
and too little governed by the land itself.
As an index to reality, what could be
more factual, more dependable, more
believable than the land we inhabit? As
another thinker, Francis Bacon in tbe
17th century, observed, "Nature, to be
commanded, must be obeyed."

The bedrock on which our view of
the land and human affairs should rest is
that the conduct' of our lives should be
shaped and vitalized by rhe land as a.
starting place. To accomplish this in
political or social or economic terms
from our current state is like legislating
the adoption of the metric system: a
good idea whicq is difficult to put into
.practice because it fails to consider the

habits, customs and sheer inertia of the
collective American mind.

so rather than proposing. pro-
grams, we might do well to begin
ar home, in the privacy of our own .

hearts. To begin by learning some of the
character of our bloregion, our life-
place, as 'we might study tbe face of
someone we intended to marry. Soil,
weather, animals, tides, phases of the
moon. Knowing where our food comes
from, our drinking water, our heat and
power. Paying the bills on time is no

. longer enough to ensure our survival,
In the process of accumulating facts,

it is also necessary that we develop a
capacity to feel, to sense the land's
moods and expressions. A deeper
acceptance of the glow one might feel
after va long winter to be walking in
warm sun over moist ground, seeing the
first bloom of glacier lilies at the melting
edge of a snowbank, hearing the songs
of birds returned from the south as they
weave bits of grass and twig to begin a
nest. To recognize and value. our life-
places as a source and a finn ground for
emotion.
I recall; in the same way as Imight,rest

my hand on the cornerstone of a house,
a trip I made into the then newly-
designated Canyonlands National Park.
The road to the Needles District was
still unpaved and, hitchhiking with my
brother, it took several rides to reach

the road's end and strike off up Salt
Creek under an achingly blue spring sky,
. The long, winding din road and the

fact that we didn't have a car combined
to, give me a sense of isolation. The
forms of sandstone cliffs and arches had
a strangeness which promised rhythm
and meaning while resisting my attempt
to ,decipher them. .

There were tiny Anasazi granaries in
low alcoves close to the trail and later,
after I learned to focus on form rather
than color, I saw ruined villages set in
seams and under overhangs high above
the creek bed. In the deep shadow of a
niche there were prints made by placing
a hand again~~ thecool.rough stone and
blowing pigment to leave a silhouette.
More than tile cliff villages, the hand-

prints gave the place a human dirnen-
sion and I extended my hand and
touched the largest of the prints, then
turned my gaze on the overhanging cliff
that vaulted from stream bed to rim-
rock. I could not focus on my hand and
the facing wall of sandstone simultane-
ously.When I concentrated on one, the
other became blurred. As my eyes
changed focus, my mind grasped at that
instant between the clear and separate
visions of the sunburnt hand and the
rock.
The realization that, to those long-

absent people who had placed their
hands against the rock, this place was
home brok e over me like a wave. In
these canyons which were, to me, a

shrine and a mystery they had grown
food, smiled at babies, argued and sung

. on winter nights when snow mantled
the rimrock, had grown old and died
and been laid under the soil of the
floodplain.

Measured against their experience of
this place, mine was a small one: a few
days as awide-eyed tourist. My feeling of
transience didn't diminish the wonder.
My life was marked by a later time and
deeper ambivalence, but I hungered for
the intimacy they had with these silent
corridors of stone and the knowledge
that came, not from conscious study but
from simply being there every day of
one's life. I

It is not a simple time in which to love
the land. Farmers and ranchers counsel
their sons to study accounting. The
media inform us of troubles in lands
that, to our ancestors, were far over the
horizon.

Near me, the wind moves the bare
"limbs of the cottonwoods into an
uneasy dance as a semi dropping from
the butte to the East Fork bottom gears
down with a roar for the black ice on the
bridge. In Afghanistan the shots of snip-
ers echo under winter stars, answered
by the bright streaks of Soviet tracer fire.

I can barely comprehend the world as
an entirety, let alone resolve its hurts,
But, at the very least, this place and my
acceptance of it give me some finn
ground for my feet. I have to be some
place. A starting place .



Draining the' rivers dry

From the vintage point of head-
waters, in the high ranges and
parklands of the Rockies, where

you don't have to go far to find snow-
melt springs joining streams that are
sent through mad canyons, it is difficult
to imagine the death of a river.

A dead river is one that, among other
things, comes only when called, is taken
where it would otherwise not go, flows
uphill, and evaporates from a salty muck
of mudflats miles short of its goal. Unless
you have spent the last 80 yean; in Mon-
golia, you will recognize this descrip-
tion of the Colorado River - more
accurately, the lower Colorado
roughly the portion downstream from
northern Arizona's Glen Canyon Dam.
Upriver. from .the dam, the Colorado is
still more or less a livingriver with many
tributaries and a single destination: for-
merly, the Gulf of California, but now
Lake Powell, the reservoir behind the
dam. Downriver, the Colorado has been
transformed into an oversized munici-
pal water facility ruled by docks, dials,_
gauges, pumps, siphons, faucets, and
turbines "big enough," wrote one vis-
itor to Hoover Dam, "to mangle 500 cats
aminute."

The river dies to give life to the desert-
empire of Southern California, Nevada
and Arizona, a culture which has bor-
rowed the resources of its.hinterlands
to become something more than over-
heated lizard pasture. A region
replumbed. A berserk mechanical
watershed, a river no more.

The past decade resounds with dirges
over the death of the old river, and the
laments don't just come from the regu-
lar chorus of sneakered coyote lovers.

Even the experts agree that the great
dam scheme on the Colorado River that
took three-quarters of a century to build
is, after all, a failure. (The preferred
term is a "deficit" or "overcommitted"
river.) There simply isn't enough water
in the river to sustain the culture that
has been created.
On paper, the total annual flow of the

Colorado River is 120 percent commit-
ted. Eighty-five percent is used hard -
so seriously diminished in quality and
with severe saliniry problems, that using
the entire flow is hardly imaginable. The
upper basin states - Utah, Colorado,
Wyoming - have, by comparison,
lagged behind in putting their share of
the river to use. But there are pressures
to develop it. The lower basin's cycle of
growth that relies on water where
water normally isn't, is enough to con-
vince anyone upriver of the need to "use
it or lose it."
How the water is put to use 'r- for

agriculture, oil shale development, or
keeping fish wet - is, for the moment
unimportant. What is important to the
concept ofbioregion - as a watershed;
a portion of one, or any measure of place
that can't be anything "bio" without
water - is that in the Colorado River
example, there is something to be
learned about the adaptation of life to
the land in lhe A\1ll;'rican West ..

Mostof us love to hate Southern
California. Their weather is
better than ours. Avocadoes

the size of volleyballs grow on trees and
can be picked from cars which no one
ever gets out of except when surfing.
Everyone has blond hair and personal
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home computers. And the Southern
California lifestyle, nearly down to the
last blowdryer, depends on natural
resources that are imported from else-
where. Eighty percent of all the water
used south of the Tehachapi Mountains
comes from the Colorado River. Most of
the rest is a few buckets short of the
entire runoff of the east slope of the
Sierr:fNevada pumped 300 miles south
to the greater Los Angeles area.
The srairstcp of dams along the Lower

Colorado mainstem began with Hoover
(Boulder) Dam in 1935 and now
includes at least eight more and a 531
billion Central Arizona Project in the
making. TI,e darns impound millions of
gallons of water and a vast network of
hardware pushes it up, down and all
over the desert empire. Fifteen million
people in the region depend on Colo-
rado River water - 90 percent of the
diversion is for agriculture. TIle second
highest consumption is evaporation.
Two of the geographic provinces of

the Colorado River watershed - the
Plateau Province or canyon country of
southern Utah and northern Arizona,
and the Colorado, Sonora and Mojave
deserts - are, without the' artificial
import of water, the American desert.
Hot. 0\1'. Scratchy. Lots of rocks. To
utilitarians, a "profitless locality." The
river that passes through the desert 'is..
fed with runoff from the watershed's
geographic province, the Rocky Moun.
rains, It begins with a drip in southeast-
ern Wyoming's Laramie range and in its
entirety drains 245.000 square miles, or
1/ 12 the area of the contiguous United
States.
Except for small stretches in its lower

reaches, the Colorado River is commer-
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cially "unnavigable." Although it is used
for hydropower, the river'sprimary use
is consumption.
Embedded in the re-engineering of

the Colorado River is the idea that the
river could support life on the desert
"wastes" of the Southwest - a good
place to grow crops and people, if water
could be brought to jt. The idea is by no
means new. Every once in awhile, in the
history of civilization, a temptation
comes over people to conquer the
desert and make it bloom. As the Ameri-
can West was settled, the notion was
manifested in the persistent belief that
lands west of the IOOthmeridian could,
with a bit of work, become no less green
than Illinois. Even when people realized
. there was too much land and not
enough water, they were reassured that
"rain follows the plow," the train (from
smoke particles), the telegraph (static
electricity) and other frontier proto-
types of cloudseeding. Bythe turn of the
century, however, the idea of a bloom-
ing desert was fueled by a more prag-
matic medium. If water in the West
wasn't in the right places, the U.S.
government would get it there.

Inthese conquering ideas rang the
prophetic voice of the first man to

• ·j;ravel d?wn the Colorado River and
the one who had filled in 'he map of the
southwestern United States in the first
place. John Wesley Powell, government
scientist and surveyor, told his employ-
ers in his 1878 Report on the Lands 0/
the Arid Region a/the UnitedStates that
only a small portion of the region was
irrigable and traditional homestead div-
isions were inadequate on lands where
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by Ellen Ditzler. _
Since the gates were shut on the Colo-
rado River at Glen Canyon Dam in 1963,
the lBO-mile, 9 trillion gallon reservoir
was, at that moment in 1980, finally full.
After a few generations, the concrete

monoliths wedged in the Lower Colo-
rado no longer strike as much awe in the
hearts of genuflecting observers. There
is no doubt that we have the technology
to get water from one river basin to
another. We may balk at the audacity,
but not the feasibility of the scheme that
would bring water from Alaska and
nonhern Canada's Yukon and Macken-
zie rivers to slake the thirsts of the
American deserts. These days,
watershed redesign is serious business.
It is the conventional solution to
nature's inconvenient distribution of
natural resources, combined with the
utilitarian tradition that says water in a
river "running idly to the sea" is lost and
does no one any good.
Even if the southwestern states were

trying to divert the hemisphere's rivers
into their own faucets, the cost of large-
scale reclamation in dollars and public
opinion may'become a cataly.n of com-
mon sense. For example, the cost of
using water from the Upper Missouri
River basin to recharge the Midwest's
shrinking Ogallala. aquifer - a project
known as the High Plains diversion - is
about $4.35 billion, or 5311 per acre-
foot of water. Largely because of objec-
tion in the Pacific Northwest, a
congressional moratorium prohibits
until 1988 even the mention of another
costly proposition, the diversion of
Columbia River water to augment Colo-
rado River flows in the Southwest.
Water economics are also evoking an

interesting twist. The states in the upper
reaches of the Missouri, Colorado and
Columbia . rivers, anxious to develop
strategies to put water to use and avoid
conflicts with downstream users, find
that one way to finance in-state water
development projects is to, in the mean-
time, sell water to industrial users.
Farmers and ranchers along the Front
Range in Colorado, realizing that the
price of their water rights far exceeds
the value of their land, are selling those
rights to industry. In the prospect of the
Intermountain West becoming ~
retailer of water for industry and urban

Sixth in six generations that centers, there is a chilling aberration of
spanned the mechanization of Powell's vision: the value of the West is
California's watersheds, I come not in the land, but in the water.

from a family of Gapers at the Marvels of Inter-regional dependence (some
Human Engineering.In the early 19405, call it ,colonialism) has been the status
my great- aunt and uncle drove quo. The region needing resources in
hundreds of miles from their dusty San great quantities relies on another to
Joaquin Valley home to gape at Hoover provide them. However, a network of
Dam. The event is described as ifit were large regions of either consumers or
our family's personal holy visitation. providers is one that foregoes certain
When he was five, my father was taken opportunities - among them, self-
to gape at the miracle that brought sufficiency, diversity, local control over
water to him and several thousand oth- local destiny, preservation and censer-
ers: the Los Angeles Aqueduct. Also, vation of natural ecosystems, and the
there are stories of an obscurecousin freedom to impose certain limits in
who made the world's record number order to maintain the natural and
of Bureau of Reclamation tours down human integrity of "place."
into the innards of Hoover Dam. For over three-quarters of a century
"The last time I practiced my birth- the Colorado River basin has been a
right as a gaper was when I found the . provider. It has supplied water, miner-
inundation of our family ranch beneath als, energy, and even its vacuous deserts
a Corps of Engineers reservoir a not-so- for bomb tests and, possibly, missile gar-
marvelous feat of human engineering. ages and toxic waste dumps. In terms of
The same lack of humble appreciation water alone, its river is the most used
overcame me as I stood on the upper- river in the country and is indisputedly
most reach of Lake Powell in Utah and overused, exploited, even damaged -
realized that the water lapping my toes and still not enough to satisIY a.certain
symbolized some kind of mileslone. dream. That oughl to tell us something.---~'

Watershed redesign .is
the conventional solution
to natu~e's inconvenient

I .

distribution of.
natural resources.

the value of agriculture lay not in the
land, but in the water.' His Suggestion
was "to devise some practical means by
which water rights may be distributed
among individual fanners and water
monopolies prevented." Cooperative
irrigation districts, for example, would
allow groups of farmers to build water
systems that no individual could aflord
to build and the government. had no
business building.

In 1889, Powell' took his views to
Wyoming, Montana and North Dakota
where he urged their governments to
plan their states according to drainage
divides so that watershed, timber and
valley lands were part of a manageable
unit.

But the hydrographic integrity of the
West was not exactly on the minds of
the boosters of the desert empire.
Powell's advice to keep the government
out of the reclamation business went
unheeded and, in 1902, the Bureau of
Reclamation was formed and began
doing the people's work for them -
that· is, putting Western water where it
could be used. However, some of
Powell's advice was at the heart ofrecla-
mation law: The water developed by the
taxpayers' dollars would be for specific
lands and legitimate settlers - a million
forty-acre farms, a democracy of home-
steads and family operations.

Those conditions were never met.
Instead, those shrewd or ambitious
enough. to get water where theywantcd
it were the large landholders and pri-
vate corporations who had obtained I
rights to large amounts of water.
Although the intent of reclamanonwas
to fit the people to land and water, the
federal subsidy of water development
actually worked to the benefit of urban
centers and agribusiness, The result is
aptly described by' T.H_ Watkins:
"FeoeraIly-finariced water projects in

the West were supposed to establish
communities of family farms on public
lands for the landless. Instead, those
who had, got more; those who had not,
got to- pick melons in fields the size of
international airports."
The developers of the 'Lower Colo-

rado River waterworks cannot be
blamed tor theii endeavors. Most were
busy building their dreams. As a result,
the desert bloomed. Even Arizonans got
.green lawns. Catastrophic floods were
prevented and, for a while, water use
and river preservation were compatible.
When growth demanded it, new waysto
get more water were found. Man was
merely fulfilling the river's destiny that
nature hadn't quite arranged for him.
But the Southwest's growth is based

on two very shakyfoundations: First, the
region is growing on borrowed water
- the surplus Colorado River that is not
yet being used by states upriver. Second,
it has grown on the somewhat misper-
ceived notion of water shortages - at
first, the natural scarcity of water in an
arid region and subsequently, shortages
that actually translate is "not enough
water to support the kind and rate of
growth to which we are accustomed."
Missing in this, writer George Sibley
points OUl, is "a general sense of appre-
ciation for the precarious miracle that
manages to supply even enough water"
to the region.
To someone surfing on the man-made

mini-ocean at a park in Tempe, Arizona,
the miracle may be elusive. Nor very
palatable is the gloomy prophecy that
says the Colorado River has been sacri-
ficed to support only a couple of genera-
tions on the desert. It is indeed quite
difficult to envision the final desiccation
that sends the populations of Los
Angeles, San Diego, Tucson and Pho-
enix packing and moving ...somewhere.
Instead, there is e inclination to

continue to be ruled by crisis ecology
and seek solutions in familiar ways.
Cloudseeding. Diversion from other
watersheds. Divesting ourselves of the
obligation some diplomat made to Mex-
ico to deliver its fair share of the Colo-
rado River. In the words of Sibley, "It is
difficult to find a place where we have'
really worked for true social and eco-
nomic reform if, instead, we were able.
to interpose another brilliant sequence
of engineering miracles to postpone for
a year or forever the social .and eco-
nomic confrontations with what some,
in their hard-nosed unimaginative way,
might call reality."
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A ROCKY MOUNTAIN PRIMER
Drawings by Sylvia Long

Text by Jill Bamburg and Dan Whippler--------...,..-....., r-----...,..-------,

Cattteguard - Aprefabricated pothole.

Coal - Bnergy form that took len mil-
lion years 10 form, len years to argue
about and len minutes 10 burn.

Coal mine - NOl your coal. This is
usually the case in the Rockies.

Coffee - HOI, dark liquid additive to
whiskey.

Country music - A popular form of
expression in the West considered
music by. those who have never been
exposed to real music (see Void.,
cultural).

Cowboy - The name of every bar in the
Wesl that isn't called the Stockgrowers,

Kayak -' A boat designed for
mermaids.

Sfxpack .- A measure of distance in
auto travel.

Sour gas - A rype of hydrocarbon tala!
to humans bUI beneficial for oil
companies.

Dam - The price of Rocky Mountain
Congressional delegations' VOles.

Democrat - A member of a political
party who believes that the poorer one
is, the better he can run the
government.

Devil's Tower - A landmark designed
by a committee,

Dog - Animal usually found in the back
of a pickup truck, "If you pick up a siarv-
ing dog and make him prosperous, he
will nOI bile you. This is the principal
difference between a dog and a man"
(Mark Twain, Pudd'nbead Wilson).

Dude - A visitor who is unwelcome
bUI whose money is not.

Eagle - A bird that Benjamin Franklin
wanted 10 replace with the turkey,

Elk - wild ruminant of the Rockies.
Often mistaken for a cow during hunt-
ing season.

Environmentalist - A conservationist
who introduced red tape into the
ecosystem.

Farm Report - What's'always on the
radio when you want to listen 10 Merle
Haggard (SIeve Will).

Ferret - Meeteetse, Wyoming's, lead-
ing (and only) tourist attraction.

Fishing - A form of boredom passed off
as sport.

Lamb. (eat more) - 10,000 coyotes
can't be wrong.

Lariat - A rope at which a cowboy
cusses.

illS - A cull that Timothy Leary never
heard of.

Mormon - "There are few things
harder to put up with than the annoy-
ance of a good example" (Mark Twain,
Pudd'nbead Wilson).
Mountains - Protuberances devised
by nature 10 thwart interbasin transfers
of water .

. Montana StateLegislature- Proof of
the axiom that once something is fouled
up, anything done 16 improve the situa-
lion only mak,:s it worse.

Nouibere (middle oJ) - Hiawatha
Camp, Colorado.

Tetons - Jackson Hole, Wyoming,
mountain range rarely seen except
through the viewfinder of a camera

Timberline - The highest point on a
mountain at which trees grow. On
Forest Service land, it is land above and
below a clearcut.

Utah - Mormon paradise, bUI hell on
everyone else.

Varmint - Anything big enough to
shoot, bUI 100 small 10 eat.

Void, cultural - A NewYorker'sdefini-
lion of the Rockies. An area bounded
roughly by the ·lOOth meridian 10 the
east, Canadian border to the north,
Mexican border to the south and Sierra
Nevada 10 the west .•

. )

•
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Antelope - Rocky Mountain minority
group with the lowest SAT scores.

Aspen - I) Town where the people are
more beautiful than the scenery.
2) A tree more beautiful than the town.

I

1 :
Backpacking - A vacation taken by
someone who can't afford to go to
Monte Carlo.
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Bear - There are two kinds of bears,
black and grizzly. Experts distinguish

- them in this way: Black bears might be
dangerous; Grizzly bears are dangerous.

Beaver - An industrious aninlal that
cuts down perfectly healthy trees, eats a
very small portion of them and leaves
them to die by the side of a stream. It
builds darns to-store far more water than
it needs and generally lives a life of indo-
lence and waste. Much like a human.

Beef - A product that brings 30 cents a
pound when you sell it, 53.00 a pound
when you buy it. .

Beer - Beverage drunk with a shot.
(Syn: water.)

Bigot - One who is obstinately and
zealously attached to an opinion you do
not entertain (Ambrose Bierce).

Boots. - Proof that cowboys' heads
aren't the only pointed parts of .their
bodies.

Glacier - A form of transportation for
some boulders and soil from higher to
lower elevations. It is somewhat slower
than an airplane and somewhat faster.
than most Western bus systems.

Gun ~ An instrument of civilized peo-
pie for the settlement of disputes that
might otherwise end peaceably.

Gun rack - What a westerner sees
through his rearview mirror.

1-70, 1-80, /·90, etc:-!- Worlds largest
land reclamation and wildlife demoli-
tion project.

Hypothermia - Technical term for
frl':\'zing to death.

Oil - What Texans go to Colorado to
get away from.

Pickup, lace of - Excuse for not going
to the dump.

Politics - A school of thought espous-
ing that the government can be run.'

Potiticians - Proof that ,the govern·
ment can't be run.

Queen of tbe rodeo - The woman with
the guy at the other end of the bar.

Prickly pear - A drunk cowboy and a
drunk environmentalist (q.v.),

i

•

Watch for falling rocks - You never
see 'em until its too late, though.

Watt, James - Leading fundraiser for
the Sierra Club.

Wbiskry - Beverage that produces
blind rage in Mormons .

.Whooping crane - Mythical beast
invented to disrupt progress after all the .
unicorns were killed off.

Wi/4erness - A vast tract of dead and
dying trees.

Xenophobia - Disease of epidemic
proportions in the Rockies. A fear of
prospective newcomers.

mX - Peacekeeper - or else.

Yahoo. - The expression given at the
sight of the first saloon after 10 days of
backpacking.

Yellowstone - A park where wildlife
are allowed to watch tourists in peace.

Jacka/ope - A rare Western mammal
with a body much like a rabbit and
horns like an antelope's. It is illegal to
kill or possess a jackalope in all the
Rocky Mountain states. Thus, most of
the stuffed jackalopes visitors see are
fakes. This is particularly obvious when
the creature has deer antlers on its head.
After all, they don't call it a jackadeer.
However, penalties for possession of a
jackalope are so severe that owners of
real ones have been known to cut off the
real horns and substitute deer antlers to
disguise the trophy.

Rancher - I) A stockman whose love
for his work is exceeded only by his love
for complaining about it.
2) A person for whom times are never
good.

Road kill - Wyoming state animal.

Republican -- A member of a political
parry who believes that the richer one -
is, the better he can run the
government.

Zero, below - A temperature regarded
as cold outside the Rockies. However,
no matter how low the temperature
gets, there is always someone around
who remembers when it was colder.
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Economics

Boom, bust and beyond
.......------------~-----------byJill Bamburg _

InIbe Nine Nations ofNorto Amer-
ica, Joel Garreau calls this region
the "Empty Quarter," naming it

after a dry unpopulated portion of
energy-rich Saudi Arabia. It's a name
that cannot stick for long - the popula-
tion of the eight states making up the
bulk of it, the U.S. Census Bureau's
"Mountain West" region, increased 37
percent in the last 10 years - but il'll do
for starters.

Especially if it's people you're talking
about. Even' with the tremendous
growth of the last decade, the popula-
tion density of the Mountain West was
still only 13-.3 people per square mile,
compared to 64 in the rest of the coun-
try. In 19S0, cows still outnumbered
people by about a million and a half

It's the Empty Quarter, too, in terms
of land use. Conditions are harsh. In
Fremont County, WyomiIig, where High
Country News is located, it can take as
many as 25 acres of land to summer a
single cow-calf unit, three to four acre-
feet of water to irrigate a single field of
alfalfa; a good SO to 100 years to grow a
tree that's worth culling down. The
wide open spaces are wide open for a
reason: the land's economic value hasn't
been great enough to make smaller
units viable. '

Tnen, too, there's the feds. The peo-
ple of the Urtited States own 48 percent
of the land in the eight states of the
Mountain West - Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Arizona,
New Mexico and Nevada. These eight
states contain over 77 percent of aU the
federal land outside Alaska. Much of this
land, presently dedicated to non-
consumptive and low-intensity uses,

" 'appears to be empty."
It's not, of course. It's simply that

human beings have not yet made the
decisions - as they have elsewhere in
the country - about how to fill it up. It
is still' the nation's tabula rasa, the
region onto which we project our
dreams. It is the last great landscape that'
we may choose to exploit, or preserve
or as all parties to the argument would
have it, develop wisely, reasonably and
with just the right balance.
In a sense that's true; in a sense it's

not. The landscape is deceptively serene
and unperturbed. But many of the choi- '
ces have already been made, beginning
eons ago with the deity's original deci-
sion to underlay much of this land with
valuable fossil fuels. After that came the
Indians, the trappers, the homesteaders,
the railroads, the cowboys, the develop-
ers, the ski bums and the energy corn-
panies. But in the beginning, there was
coal. And uranium. And oil and ga~, oil
shale, tar sands and the rest. If geology
isn't destiny, it's something damn close.

For many years, however, the region
escaped what now appears to be its

Look
For the most interesting and most

humanized recent account of regional
economics, take a look at Joel Garreau's
Tbe Nine Nations of NortbAmerica. He
aetuaIIY makes this stulf fun.

His discussion of the "Empty Quar-
ter," which he defines as running from
Las Vegas to Alaska (including the
"sheikdom of Alberta"), east to Denver
and west tq the Columbia River, is
somewhat Wyomo-centric. But fur be it
from a Wyomingite to complain about
that.

The book is 'available in paper for
57.95 from Avon Books.

,

But in the begirining, there was coal. And
uranium. And oil and gas, oil shale, tar sands
and-the rest. If geology isn't destiny,
it's something damn close.

tively low yields per acre were a lot less
significant than the richness of the
opportuniry to make a new start.
Agriculture today occupies an anom-

alous place in the regional economy. It
is still the largest income producer in
Montana, outpulling even the fuel min-
erals sector, and it is a mainstay of the
economies of the other states in the
High Country News region. Politically,
in the state legislatures of the region,
fanners and ranchers exercise an influ-
ence grossly disproportionate to their
numbers ..

But for all that clout within the
region, their contribution to the
national economy is relatively small.
Sure, Idaho still ranks number one in the
production of potatoes (although
wheat actually brings in more money),
(jut the state as a whole ranks twenty-

_ sixth in the value of its farm products.
Colorado actually leads the region in
the value of its farm products, ranking
fifteenth in the country. And the West
that we think of as cattle country actu-
ally contributes less than 10 percent of
the nation's beef production,

Spiritually, of course, ranchers and
cowboys are what makes the west the
West. They and the huge landscape they
inhabit are reminders of a time when
the country was still young and the pos-
sibilities were as endless as the big skies
of Montana. Wallace Stegner it is, I
think, who talks about the "geography
of hope." That's the lay of the land here
in the West and it attracts millions of

manifest destiny as the Saudi Arabia of
the United States. Between the original
gold rush of the mid-lSqOs and the
latter-day black gold 'rush of the mid-
1970s, other economies developed and
flourished ansi gave the region a unique
political legacy from which to fashion a
response to the energy boom.

Because so much of the regional
economy has historically been based on
the extraction of non-renewable
resources, the West is no stranger to
boom and bust cycles. National demand
and the profit interests of outside capi-
tal have exercised enough influence in
the fortunes of the region to cause it to
be likened to a colony of the rest of the
country. The regional response to such
colonialism, often as not, has been a
kind of resignation expressed in a shrug
of the shoulders and a far-away look.
Those who stayed in the boomtowns
through good times and bad learned to
work like hell during the boom times
and drink like hell during the slack.

Outside the mining towns, a
stubborn - agricultural econ-
nomy struggled to promi-

nence. If there's a less likely region for
agriculture than the American West, I'd
like to know what it is.With less than 20
~nches of rainfall per year, rocky soils,
high elevations, severe winters and reg-
ular periods of drought, the region
would seem to be an agriculturalist's
nightmare. Bun land was cheap when
the country W¥ settled Iand the rela-

visitors and thousands of new residents
each year.
Tourism is big business in the West ..

Exactly how big is difficult to sal' since
tourism revenues and employment fig-
ures are not broken out as a'separate
economic sector in any of the usual"
government reports. Nonetheless, it
probably ranks as the third or fourth
most important sector in most Rocky

. Mountain states. Using a complex set of
extrapolations, the U.S.Travel Data Cen-
ter figures that tourism contributed
15.4 billion in 1979 to the economies of
the five states we cover. The industry
also contributed about 206,000 jobs
that year, roughly eight percent of the
region's nnn-agricultural employment.

The contribution of manufactur-
ing was almost double that. In
1977, the most recent year for

which figures were available, value
added in manufacturing totalled more
than $9 billion and the sector accounted
for roughly 14 percent of the region's
employment. Lumber, food and petro-
leum processing - all resource-based
industries - accounted for the lion's
share of the activity, with Utah and Colo-
rado having somewhat more diversified
industries.

For aU that, however, one of the most - _
striking things about the western econ-
omy is the relative unimportance of its
manufacturing sector compared to the
rest of the country. While manufacrur-
ingaccounts for 14 percent of employ-
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merit in Utah, Colorado, Idaho,
Wyoming and Montana, it accounts for
over 23 percent of employment nation-
wide. In 1977, the eight states of the
Census Bureau's Mountain West region
(the five states plus Arizona, New Mex-
ico and Nevada) accounted for only 2.5
percent of all US. manufacturing
employment and only 2.4 percent of all
U.S. value added in manufacture. These
were the lowest manufacruring totals
for any of the nine Census regions and
were only a third the size of the next
lowest region. In general, the region has
lagged behind in manufacturing
because of its lack of urbanization and
because of the distances and heavy
transportation costs involved in getting
goods to major markets.

Logging is a major activity in northern
Idaho and western Montana and the
Mountain \Vest region as a whole pro-
duces 12 percent of the nation's
lumber, most of it logged from National
Forest land. Although work with lumber
and wood products accounts for less
than two percent of the region's total
employment, it amounts to about 12
percent of the total manufacturing
employment. In Montana and Idaho, it
accounts for 41 and 31 percent, respec-
tively, of manufacturing cmploymenr.

All of the foregoing is simply to say
that "there is, and has been, a regional
economy outside the minerals.industry.
Between 1970 and 1975, the value of
the region's mineral production more
than doubled, while employment in the
minerals industry grew by 37 percent.
The growth was most striking in Wyom-
ing, where both value and employment
increased by over 130 percent.
Between 1975 and 1978, the growth
continued at an only slightly less spec-
tacular rate: the value of mineral pro-
duction grew 45 percent in that
three-year period, while employment
increased 14 percent.

.lAo- In ' 1982, mineral activity 'has '"
accounted for two to three times as
much of the region's employment as of
the nation's; in Wyoming, it was over 15
times the n;ltional average. Throughout
the HCN states, with the exception of
Idaho (which had no fossil fuel activity
and a declining hardrock mining indus-
try), growth in the minerals industry has
been the engine of growth for the rest of
the economy.

Overall, the western- economy has
held up fairly well during the current
recession. While the national unad-
justed unemployment rate was 9.7 per-
cent in September, rates in the West
were .6.3 percent in Wyoming, 7.4 per-
cent in Montana, 7.6 percent in Colo-
rado and 7.7 percent in Idaho and Utah.

Unemployment was highest in the
timber-dependent counties of northern
Idaho and western Montana, where the
timber harvest on National Forest land
was the smallest in two decades and
unemployment soared as high as 30 per- .
cent. Silver and copper miners were in
equally bad straits and uranium workers
have. been advised to find new careers.
The closure of the Colony oil shale pro'
ject was a major blow to western Colo-
rado. Coal is soft. And even the booming
oil and gas economy of Wyoming has
experienced a 'major slowdown. In
keeping with the national economy,
manufacturing has declined somewhat
and the recession has generally begun
filtering through to the rest of the
economy.

The future, however, is generally
encouraging. To the extent that states-
continue to depend. on the energy
industry to drive their economies, they
will continue to be plagued by boom
and bus! cycles. And the industry itselfis
predicted to experience a slower
growth rate in the 1980s than it did in
the 1970s. Power demand forecasts are
being revised downward, weakening \.
the domestic market for coal, and the oil
industry is glum about the near,term
prospects for its resource. The chair,
man of Exxon has estimated that at least
two-thirds of thedrop in demand for oil

,
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has been due to conservation and thus
cannot beexpected to pick up when the
economy revives.

Lifestyle changes may also affect
the long-term prospects for

. wood. There. are trends in the
marketplace toward smaller houses and
multi-family dwellings, which require
less lumber than the conventional hous-
ing of the past, and the generally slower
economic growth forecast for the
decade. will mean that fewer families
will be able to qualify for and purchase
homes.

Still, both these sectors will continue
to be of major direct and indirect impor-
tance. to the region. The availability of
energy and raw materials ,should be
important in helping to enhance the
manufacturing potential of the region.
As energy continues to grow in impor-
tance as a percentage of total product
costs, the West may gain an advantage
that will overcome its traditional disad-
vantage with respect to transportation
costs.

TIle distance-from-markets problem
is also disappearing. The country as a
"Whole is moving west: the center of
population finally crossed the Missis-
sippi River in the 1980 Census and the
greater western region, including Cali-
fornia and the Pacific Northwest, is
growing at a rate roughly three times
that of the country as a whole. TI,e
region itself has become a strong
market for its own goods and services.

The distance-to-markets problern.has
also become less important ,,"S the
national economy has shifteq from an
emphasis on goods to an emphasis on
services, from an exchange of commod-
ities to an exchange of information,
from a reliance upon transportation to a
reliance upon communication. In that
sort of an economy - the economy of
the future __ c!istance is a farl~sssi~ifi-
cant - mttor and both companies ana
individuals art better able I to locate
accordingto their preferences. WitfJ its
narural amenities and higll quality of
life, the West will be a logical and attrac-
tive choice to many, including the flashy
high technology companies for which
Boulder and Salt Lake City are making a
concerted bid. '

From an employer's standpoint, the
localIabor force has much to recom-
mend it. It is highly productive, eager to
work and generally non-union. Wages
have historically lagged behind those of
other regions and even with the benefit
of 'the energy boom, wages in the five
HCN states in 1980 were still just 95
percent of the national average. Taxes
are comparatively low throUghout the
region and state governments are gener-
ally eager to work with business in ~a
variety of w.ys.

Capital also may soon be less of a
problem for new businesses locating in
the West, if other states follow the
example being set by Montana. With a
30 percent severance tax on coal, the
state has 'been enlightened enough from
the mid-1970s to tax non-renewable
resource activity for the benefit of gen-
elations to come after those resourc..es
are gone. This fall, the state ",ent one
step further, passing a citizen initiative
requiring 25 percent'pf those funds io
be invested within the State and esta-
blishing an economic development fund
to support businesses and jobs while
"maintaining and improving a clean and
healthful environment." The legislature.
will decide this wititer how the first of
the funds will be spent. The administra,
tion has already submitted some of its
ideas, which tend to emphasize small
business development.

The Montana plan is one effort to sta-
bilize and diver-si!Yan economy that h;c;
been characterized by boom and bust
cycles, resource. dependency and politi-
cal and economic domination by large
outside interest. In a sense, Montana's
economic histoty is the history of the
region. Her furure may be equally'
telling_ .
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HAPPY
NEW

YEAR
From all of us, to all of you, many thanks for making 1982 a special year at
High Country News. Take our word for it: 1983 will be even better.

The Research Fund drive topped the 810,000 mark this issue and now
totals 810,776. That's a wondetful start on our fundraising goal for next
year, an encouraging sign that you like what we do and want us to keep it
up.

And that, dear friends, is just what we intend to do.

Special thanks this time to the following Research Fund contributors:

jean Anderson
Billings, MI.

Virgil Baker
Pori Angeles, Wa,

Bruce Berger
Paradise vattey, Az.

Mrs. J.W Bradbury
_Cotoraao Springs, Co,
1'0»1 B'-0I1"1
_H~,.J\l'.

Steoe and Bee!?)1f.ampbell
OJlomdo Springs, (0.

Don and Ellie Crecelius
~ Sbenaan. wy
Charles Deenatet
Lincoln, NC!.

David Bagan
Clarendon Hills; II.

, Con Conley
Portland, Or.

Peter L Fogg
Boulder; Co

Marion Purtong
, Swan Lake, MI.
Michele Gareau
Washinglon, D.C.

Scot/ A. Gutting
Salt Lake Ci(y, lJI.

Gw]1 Haden
Wiehifa~ Ks.

james G. Hartman
Boulder Cily, Nv.

Edward L Hicks IJ/
Greenwil.'b, Ct

- Ernest Hilton
Rusblli/le, NY

Celia M. Hunter
Fairbanks, Ak.

Robert L. Kinney
. Fklgstaff, Ax.

Hen1J1Law
Kalaupapa, Hi.

Wallerjessel
Boulder, Co,

Daniel E Klein
Arlington, Va.

Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratory
Berkeley, Ca.

~ Donata Ml.·CollaugbeJl
Lusk, ~,:.

Mtcbaet Melius
Hermosa, SD

Moses, Willlemyer, Harrison & Woodmff
Boulder, Co,

Dr. and Mrs. S.B~Mulaik
Salt lake City, VI.

Natural Resources Defense Council
San Irancisco, Ca.

David H. Otson
Portland, Or.

L.R. Sargent
Corwin Springs~MI.

Edward J. Scbiff M.D.
Cleveland Heighls,Ob.

Karin Sheldon
Boulde1; Co.

DWighl R. Smith
Fort Cot/ins, Co.

Ann and Myron Sutton
Bozeman, Mi.

r.e. ratte/son
Salt lake aty, Ut.

Mark Udall
Boulder, Co.

Cynthia A. Waybuni
Aspen, Co.

Peter Wild
Tucson, Az.

V"';cent A. Wixon
Ashland, Qr.

Anonymous d01iors

r----------------~---------- _I .
I Have you' made your ResearchIFund contribution yet?
I If not, use this handy little fonm to make your donation TODAY. Tell us Carol

sent you.
Name ~ _'_ __

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

J IL ~ ~ ~__~-----~

Address

City, State, Zip --,- __ -'- .,-_

Enclosed is my tax -deductible. contribution of:

o SI5 0 525 0 $50 0 $100 0 5500 0 $\,000 0 Other $ __

o We plan to continue to list the names (no amounts) of Research Fund
contributors on these pages. Please check here if you do not want your gift

. acknOWledged in this manner.
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Dry defines
n complete disregard of

meteorological realities, Shadow.
d Ralph bounded back and forth

between the cactus patch' and the
bamboo grove after whlptails and swifts.
At least to my knowledge, they had
never caught-a lizard and they probably
never would. Their energy and the
absurdity of their canine joie of pursuit
in th~ 105 degree heat was getting on
my nerves as I sat at my desk watching
them.
The pen was finnly grasped, but little

more than static crackled between my
ears. I thought back on my military stint
in Europe years ago, of Germans camp-
ing out on weekends, as Americans do,
but sitting around tipis dressed in fea-
thered war bonnets, chattering away in
German as they munched on knack-
wurst. I. remembered, also, once stand-
ing on .the rim of the Grand Canyon
when a family from Illinois drove up. All
resplendent in cowboy hats and. dark
glasses, they gripped the rail, gaped a
meditative minute over the abyss, then
rushed off to the snack bar for Cokes
and the Kodachrome post cards of the
canyon boasting colors far brighter than
nature's great sigh ever managed to pro-
duce for a tourist.
I was co-editing an anthology of con-

temporatypoetryoftheAmerican West,
and the project wasn't going well. In the
midst of romping dogs and lurid cranial
static, the problems were basically sim-
ple, though seemingly unsolvable. What
is the West? What writers should we
include? This business of nailing down a
region was leading me into a morass.
According to toplofty critics, America is
more a state of mind than a reality.
Immigrants had imposed their
centuries-old myths and dreams of the
Promised Land on the continent. One
historian quipped that Europeans didn't
discover the New World, they invented
it - just as Germans continue to
"invent" the West on weekend outings,
just as we Americans conceptualize it
through cowboy movies and Marlboro
ads. If, as with all definitions, the West is
what people say it is, should we then
take the word of the Chamber of Com-
merce in a forgettable eastern Okla-
homa town that boasts a garish
billboard by the interstate declaring
that "This Is Where The West Begins!"?

If we accepted that for starters, what
about the poets? The West is full of
them. Of its thousands, which are
genuinely "Western" poets, as opposed
to poets who either happened to be
born in the West or those who, after
establishing reputations in New York,
Baltimore and Schenectady, moved to
Colorado for the good skiing'
In a moment we shall cut through this

tangle, providing not only a definition of
the West, but, by deft extension, of one
of its subregions, the Southwest. And
we'll throw in a definition of the
region's true litterateurs to boot.
for now, back to the desk. I was in a

particularly irksome mood as the lizards
ran and the dogs tore after them and-a

_ ribald sun blazed down on the whole
sandy circus, because I had just spent
the past week on the problem to no

, avail. I had drawn a series of transparent
maps, each with different colors for
flora and fauna, incidence of cattle rus-
tling, geological features, average yearly
income and the sales of Red Man chew- •
ing tobacco. The idea was that, when
placed over one another, where the
colors overlapped would be where the
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the desert
___________ by PeterWild ~--

The residents of Phoenix, Albuquerque and
Tucson are no more Southwesterners than
the American employees of oil companies,
living in Saudi Arabia in sealed compounds

complete with Wataburger stands, are
Saudi Arabians.'

true West is. What I got, of course, was
something like what you see when you
look into a broken kaleidoscope.

With finn assurances of quick
success, I had assumed the'

semantic task from my co-
editing partner some weeks before.
Now he was calling nightly from
hundreds of miles away. reminding me
each time with mounting concern of
approaching deadlines, of the pubJisher
waiting for copy, of typesetters eager to
set type.
So I did what any sensible man does

when the Turks are at the gate, when
he's kept his nose to the grindstone and
an eye to the stars, all with no result. I
grasped at straws. After several months
of reflection, [ think they turned out,
miraculously, to be the right straws.

My first grab was- at the West's emi-
nent novelist and historian, Wallace
Stegner. His description of the West sli-
ces through anthropological, sociologi-
cal and economic brambles to reveal a
clear, easily applied definition. He
builds up to this breakthrough by dis-
cussing the settlement pattern in the
well-watered East, consisting of individ-
ual families working small farms. The
pattern failed when pioneers ventured .
out onto the rain-scarce plains and tried
to make it work there.

The central factor setting the West
apart from the East, then, is aridity.
Beyond the 100th meridian, a line
drawn south from central North Dakota
through central Texas, the land receives
less than twenty inches of precipitation
each year. With few exceptions in that
dry region, crops require irrigation. It's
an important fact. As Stegner puts it, that
reality is "more fecund of social and
economic and institutional change in
the West than all the acts of all thcpresi-
dents and Congresses from the Louisi-
ana Purchase to the present." And, one
might add, than war bonnets, cigarette
ads and Kodachrome post cards.

Relief had arrived. In one ingenious
borrowing, I had solved the problem of
'geographical definition. So, as far as our
collection was concerned, goodbye
poet Leslie Nicholson of Wells ford, Kan-
sas. You live on the 99th meridian and
receive 20.9 inches of precipitation
yearly. And hello poet Norman Brown.
Though you reside only 50 miles to the
west, Dodge City sits just to the left of
the dividing line, receiving exa_ctlywhat
it should, 19.07 inches of wetness.

But what should we do about poets
Sue Night and Rick Jorgenson? Both live
near Las Vegas, Nevada, and both write

about empty saddles strung out along
the old corral rail wondering where
they'll ride tonight. 'Surely we couldn't.
pack every poet of the West into our
anthology. Gaining speed in this busi- .
ness .of problem solving, I flicked ,.
through my mental Rolode to another
novelist of trans-Mississippi America,
Mary Hunter Austin.
Writing about regionalism in The

English Journal of February, 1932. she
defined genuine regional fiction as that
"which has come up through the land,
shaped by the author's own adjustments
to it." Now, Sue Night gr~ up on a
ranch in.the Muddy Mountains 32 miles
nortlieast of Vegas. To her, roping cows,
plodding an hour each day through sand
storms to school, and bending elbows
on Saturday nights with the local cow-
folk is as elementary to life as tugging on
her boots in the morning. These are just
the experiences she writes about. She
has indeed, as Austin said it, "come up
through the land." Sue was in.
Rick, on the other hand, was raised in

Waterbury, Connecticut. Retiring after
30 years as the town clerk of the world's
former Clock Capital, he remembered a
blissful vacation once spent in Las
Vegas. He moved to Nevada to be per-
manently near the gambling tables, In
between counting his winnings he
dashes off poems about prospectors and
Conestoga wagons. However, he did not
"come up through the land," nor was he
shaped by his adjustments to it, any
more than are other poets living in the
suburbs of Phoenix, Denver or Billings.
In fact, except for the endless round of
blackjack going on all around him, he
might. as well be living in Miami Beach.
He'd never be a true Westerner. His
hasty verses, despite their popularity,
are mere simulacrurns of what the West
is all about. Sorry, Rick.

Well and good for' our
definition of the West and
its poets. None more

ironclad can be found. As to the
Southwest, the problem remains: how
to distinguish it from the rest of the
West?

Popularly, some people think of it in
terms of the Spanish influence, of that
bandit Coronado searching' for the
Seven Cities of Gold, of his children still
speaking Spanish in the placid hamlets
of the San Juans and in the- barrios of
Trinidad and Yuma. But that won't do.
Coronado and his soldiers sweated in
their rusting armor all the way out into
the plains of Kansas, and, certainly we'
know by Intuition, if by nothing else,
that Kansas isn't a part of the Southwest.

Furthermore, Chicago has a Spanish-
speaking population at least as large as
that of Hermosillo or Chilpancingo, or
any number of other important Mexican
cities.

As to other ethnic measures of the
Southwest, we think of the Navajo
Indian selling' his rugs by an Arizona
roadside as typical, but one can see sim-
ilar roadside attractions beckoning to
tourists in northern California. In fact, a
whole spectrum of indicators fails us.
The coyote howls at the moon' frorrr,
Maine to Guatemala. As to landscape, a
movie based on a Zane Grey novel might
as easily be filmed in Spain as in south-
ern Utah. Clearly, when it comes to defi-
nitions, such stereotypes must be
thrown into the dustbin. At any rate,
geographical and cultural features
- change with the winds.

It may be that in a few thousand years
New Mexico will be covered-with giant
ferns, as it was in the Paleozoic Age. And
I have taken guests to restaurants in
Scottsdale, Arizona, where, judging
from the cuisine and the accents of
other patrons, they swore they were in
Manhattan's upper East Side.
Yet no need to panic, for an axiom

flashes through our minds that, when
applied to the Southwest, or to any :
other region for that matter, will save us:
"Similar things can be distinguished by
the way in which they are most differ-
ent." Whether it was Aristotle or Mont-
golfier who said that is of no
consequence. What matters for our pur-
poses, simply, is this. The Southwest is
part of the West because it is arid. And
the Southwest is distinguishable from
other regions of the West because it is
that part which is more arid. To wit, that
part of the West that is desert, 'a desert
being, as it is generally defined, an area
receiving less than 10 inches of precipi-
tation annually.
Immediately, I can hear a great hoot-

ing and hollering going up. One can
stand in flowered meadows on the
slopes of Arizona's White Mountains or
hike through conifer forests in southern
Colorado's Sangre de Cristo Range,
areas normally considered part of the
Southwest but blessed with triple" a
desert's rainfall. "Surely these, as well as'
countless other islands of lushness,' the
critics will huff, "are part of the South-,
west. But it's all kneejerk brashness on
their part. Those islands, to mix a meta-
phor, are mere birds of passage. The .
Southwest's ponderosas and spruces are
remnants left clinging to high peaks
from a wetter, cooler age long gone.
Rightly, those places belong in Canada.
Their flora and fauna are as much "resi-

dents" as are touring Canadians staying
a few nights in a Tonopah motel.

Other know-it-alls will point to a
band of deserts ranging northward from
the Mexican border into Nevada,
Oregon, and Wyoming. "Since they, too,
receive less than 10 inches of rain, aren't
they also part ofthe Southwest?" comes _
the snide question. "Precisely," we,
answer with aplomb. They are part of
the Southwest because the way we've
defined the Southwest means the
desert.

What may at first seem the
outlandish becomes the
creme de raison when

applied in Austin's terms to people and
how they live. For people who live in
deserts, no matter how widely
separated, must deal with one central
overriding factor in their lives to which
they constantly adjust or perish,
aridiry.

"But," pipes up a bright voice from
the back of the room, "what about all
those millions of people living in Pho-
enix, Albuquerque, Tucson, and El
Paso' As they make their daily corn-
mutes to insurance offices and cornpu-
ter assembly plants, they're not dealing
with aridity." "Of course, they're not,"
we reply with mounting impatience.
For jusr such a reason they only appear
to reside in the Southwest.
Actually, they are foreigners living in

enclaves, in colonies imposed on the
land and supported from outside. They
don't live in a desert but in an artificial
landscape of lawns and palm-studded
boulevards. These are kept alive, not by
less than 10 inches of rain, but by reser-
voirs stealing water from the islands of
Canadian mountains or from nature's
liquid bank account stored as fossil
water. Their residents ace no more
Southwesterners than the American
employees of oil companies, living in
Saudi Arabia in sealed compounds corn-
plete with Wataburger stands, are Saudi
Arabians. To be a resident of the-
Southwest, a person has to ride a camel
or a burro. He has to eat cactus pods and
suck water out of the sand with a reed
straw - or whatever the equivalents are
as local conditions dictate.
_So, as has been shown, the Southwest

is far larger than any bolo-tied chamber
of commerce booster ever imagined.
And, despite mushrooming populations
in the U.S. portion of it, there are fur
fewer people truly living in the Southw-
est than official census figures indicate.
On occasion, the lucky tourist catches a
glimpse of one, a Pima Indian here,
flood-irrigating his com patch, a hippy
there, eating mesquite bark and jojoba
beans.
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Sunlight Basin. northeast of Yellows/one Natii.malPark

Exploring the

Saturday ) was on the west side of
Angle Mountain in the Absarokas,
on skis which disappeared with a

whump in the powder snow, so that my
legs hardly knew where 10 follow ·and
generally chose another direction. )
measured the distance 10 the bottom
from IWO perspectives: struggling up
and tumbling down. From the ridge )
could see that the drainage on the east
side of Angle ran north into Cub Creek.
The clouds that feathered my shoulders
with snow stretched 10 the Tetons in
the West.
Sunday ) spent in an office walking

around western Wyoming in socks. I
was looking at a u.s. Bureau of Land
Management land status map and on it a
slim blue line representing Gomm Hol-
low, which ran maybe an inch (on a
30-minule map) west into a faller blue
line labeled Dry Creek, which then look
a three-inch journey 10 the truly lardy
line named Salt River, soulh of Afton,
Wyoming. With half a pound of scolch
tape I connected Ihis map to a dozen
others like iI, and as I walked around on
the maps (in my socks) il was clear Ihal
water from Gomm Hollow would even-
tually join the melled snow thaI fell on
us Saturday. Come spring, the Angle
Mountain snov.:melt would dribble into
Cub Creek, which would pour inlO the

Snake River, which would empty along
with the Sail River into the Palisades.
Reservoir on the Wyoming-Idaho
border.
. There you have a sctentiftc simple-

ton's attempt to come to grips with the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. The
Salt River Valley is Mormon, dairy farm
country, hay-meadow green, hardwork-
ing, scrubbed and proper. The Absaro-
kas around Togwotee Pass have the
harrowing crn~, deep ~ows and
ruffled wildlife of the undomesticated
outdoors, marred somewhat by the
industrial roar of snowmobiles. Stock-
ing feel will gel you from one place 10
another on maps, but grasping the con-
nections when you'r-eon the ground
requires more imagination.
According 10 Bridger-Teton National

Forest biologist John Weaver, the
greater Yellowstone region is "nearly an
intact ecosystem," the largest and mOSI
diverse we have left in the Lower 48, a
preserve for species,. like the grizzly or
bison, thaI have no pl.ace el~ \Q be wild
in Ihis civilized country. ThaI'S a fairly
simple concepl 10 grasp, bUI then you
have to define Ihe boundaries of Ihe
ecosyslem and figure out whal human
infractions pUI il askew. And Ihen,
because man will inevilably keep press-
ing his fil)gers inlO this balloon, you
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have to put somebody in charge of man-
aging and protecting it.
These problems - identifying the

system and the threats, then protecting
it - weave together, and the outcome is .
a Gordian knot Even scientists will dis-
agree on the extent of the ecosystem.
Arguments rage furiously over the var-
ious threats, from oil wells 10 Big Mac
wrappers, that claw at it, And, finally, a
mishmash of interests andagencies that
fJave or want a piece of the Yellowstone
action stymie each other. Nobody is in
charge.
TIlls can be illustrated in a number of

ways. Next to my desk is a three-foot:
Slack of large formal documenls: man·
agement plans, environmental impact
statements, studie~ and analyses ,"pro-
duced by the various folks who' have
official jurisdiclion over parts of Ihe Yel-
10wstone EcoSYSlem. A more complele
collection of relevent documenls could
probably support both ends of the Arc
de Triompbe. Among them we find a
wilderness sludy and dozens of maps of
the Mounl Henry, Taylor·Hilgard and
Wesl Pioneer areas in the Gallalin
Nalional Foresl northwesl of Yellow-
slOne in Montana There is a fal book of
guidelines for managing grizzlies in the
Greater Yellowstone, guidelines still
awaiting implementalion, and a Wolf
Recovery Program fantasized by a group
of cartid specialisls. There is lasl year's
groundbreaking EIS on oil and gas
exploration and leasing in Ihe Washakie
Wilderness easl of the park, which gave
the oil and gas boys Iheir first taste of
blood in their fighl for a chance 10 gor.e
Ihe wilderness. There is even a reporl by
some California accounlanlS on how 10
manage 10uriSl concessions in Ihe park
ilself

BUt none of il quile han~
tngether, or maybe I just don'l
have the proper breadth of intel·

lect 10 grasp it In Ihe Washakie docu·
ment, tractor-tread arrows show you
where the elk migrale in and out, and
chicken·wire grids show lambing areas
and crucial winler habila~ for bighorn
sheep. BUI the grids and arrows stop at
the borders, as if sheep never wandered
any further down Ihe Greybull River; or
.Ihe elk had 10 stop and lake out anolher
map when they stepped weSI across an
imaginary bOrder inlO YellowslOne
Nalional Park. Dr. Charles Jonkel, Ihe
nOled grizzly researcher from Missoula,
said, ") am drowning in forest plans ...1 .
can'l understand Ihem ...1bis is sandbag.
ging all of us." So maybe iI's not jusl me.

The ecosystem may be as large as
20,000 square miles and II is a maze of
jurisdicttons run by officials with differ-
ing missions. There is the National Park
Service, managing Yellowstone and
Grand Teton National Parks in as close
10 a natural state as they can but leaving
a comfortable sinecure for airplanes,
automobiles, snowmobiles and hotels.
There is the U.S. Forest Service, with its
Orwellian "multiple use" approach 10 .
stripping limber and oil reserves, han-
dling Bridger-Teton National Forest to
the south, Shoshone National Forest 10
the east, Targhee National Foresr to the
west, Gallatin National' Forest 10 the
north, and Custer National Forest to the
northeast.

There is the R~d Rock Lakes National
.Wildlife Refuge wesl in Idaho and the
Nalional Elk Refuge juSI north of Jack-
son, Wyoming, run by the US. Fish and
Wildlife Service. There are Ihe wilder-
ness areas, managed by the ForeSI Ser:
vice to maintaih their natural state,
which 10 some minds would nOI be vio-
laled by Ihe presence of a drilling rig or
two. And why exclude people? Jackson,
Wyoming, sits righl in the middle of all
Ihis, and Cooke City and Gardiner, Mon-
lana, hosl some lasty garbage dumps
and busy poachers who certainly playa
role· in the ecosystem.
Our ancestors gel some of Ihe blame

for this confilsion of polilical and nalu·
ral syslems. In 1872, President illysses S.
Grnnt signed the bill making Yellow-
SlOne Nalional Park a reality. BUI Ihe
mapmakers of the day apparently liked
slraighl lines, so Ihey made the park
virtually a rectangle, wilh no resem-
blance 10 the eCOlogical boundaries of
the Greater Yellowslone. And Ihat's
whal we're stuck with.
Attempls have been made 10 bridge

Ihe jurisdiclional gaps. There is a Coop-
eralive Elk Management Group, a Wolf
Recovery Team and an Interagency
Grizzly Bear Sludy Team, which include
representatives froJ;llthe various federal
agencies and Slale wildlife officials from
Idaho, Montana and Wyoming. BUI
these umbrella groups haven'l saved the
day. The grizzlies, which inmany ways
are bolh Ihe emblem and the prime·
indicalor. of the viability of Ihe Greater
YellowslOne Ecosyslem, are declining
al an "alarming rate" according 10 the
park's bear managemenl specialisl and
olher bear experts. The grizzly popula·
lion may have fallen below 160,· and
reproducing females have particularly
declined, making extinclion a real pos-
sibility. But after 24 yearsofst.udyofthe
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country

by Geoffrey O'Gara
/

grizzly's ways, nobody seems able to act
on the bear's behalf. "We've recently
had several meetings," said Bonnie Blan-
chard, a research biologist with the
Interagency team, "but there hasn't
been any action yet ...The Forest Service
here is having a pretty hard time. Their
hands are pretty much tied."

By whom' By higher-ups, or a
century-old "mission," or an
unwiJlingness to make waves

with the locals?The Forest service
genuflects to the sheepgrowers who
graze their animals on the Gallatin
Forest, and when bears bother those
sheepherders, they are bothering Forest
Service "clients." Likewise, wildlife
agencies, which pay the bills with hunt-
ing license fees, want to please those
black bear hunters who hang baits that
sometimes - whoops! - attract an
undiscriminating, and doomed, grizzly.
There are, I know, people in the Forest
Service and state fish and game depart-
ments who have made Herculean efforts
on behalf of the grizzly. But they're not

.' running the show. Nobody is.-
Hunters who shoot grizzlies inten-

tionally or accidentally, and livestock
owners who want their animals to have
first nibble at the forage, are by no
means the only humans causing disrup-
tions to the Greater Yellowstone Eco-
system. Here is an abbreviated list of, .
what the Yellowstone is up against:

- Oil and gas leases lead the way.
Applications have been made for lands
all around the park, and there is strong
interest in proposed and established
wilderness areas like the Washakie.WiI-
derness leasing proposals will have to.
wait for Congress and Interior Secretary
James Watt to duke it out, In the mean-
time, though, Gallatin National Forest is
leasing about 25,000 acres along the
western edge of the park, some of it in
prime geothermal areas. The Bridger-
Teton National Forest to the south
already has plenty of rigs at work, and
has smiled on proposals in controversial
areas like Little Granite Creek, part of
the Forest Service-proposed wilderness
in the Gros Ventre Mountains south of
Jackson. .

- A close relative of oil and gas devel-
opment in this region is the sour gas
plant, a facility which takes the sulfur
out of natural gas drilled from depths of
over 10,000 feel. At the southern end of
this ecosystem, in the Riley Ridge area
near Big Piney,. Wyoming, plans are
afoot for several big sweejemng plants .
with their accompanying power lines,
roads, settling ponds and pipelines. One
of the plants happens to be in critical
winter deer habitat, near elk feeding
grounds and streams where an endan-
gered species of cutthroat trout swims.
As. oil and gas development creeps
north up the Overthrust Belt, and that's
the way it's going, the risk of these

plants moving into the heart of the Yel-
lowstone neighborhood increases.

- Timber sales remain controversial
in the forests surrounding the park.
There have been eruptions of public
outcry against several planned sales in
the Bridger- Teton and Gallatin national
forests. The Forest Service admits to
poor nmber-cutting praetice(6n public
.l~ds in the past which have, to give a
specific example, reduced animal cover
and thrown muck into the watershed of
the upper Green River, one of the
nation's best rainbow trout fisheries.
They say they've turned over a new leaf,
so to speak; critics say the sales still
mean more roads, fewer elk and dirty
water.
- Energy companies are interested

in geothermal development, despite
strong objections from park officials
who claim they simply don't know what
damage might be done to park geother-
mal features - hot springs, geysers, etc.
The fifth largest geyser in the world, in
New Zealand, sputtered dead after a
geothermal plant was built nearby. It's
happened in Italy and Iceland, too, and
in Beowawe, Nevada. For now, Con-
gress has put geothermal development
in this area on hold, but there are appli-
cations for over 100,000 acres in leases
west of the park in Targhee National
Forest.

_ Sheepgrowers are not the ortly
ones who cut into the ecosystem's natu-
ral habitat, and bears are not the only
'species with which they compete.
Recently, ranchers near Yellowstone
Park have grown angry at the 2000:head
bison herd, the only wild one in the
country, for crowding their livestock
and spreading disease. They are not
happy with wolf reintroduction plans
either.

- Recreational pressure is increas-
ing in the Yellowstone area. Snowmo-
bilers pour into Grand Teton and
Yellowstone parks during the winter,
using the roads, frozen waterways and a
special play area of about 16,000 acres
in Grand Teton National Park called the
Potholes.

- Wilderness bills for Montana and
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Wyoming now before Congress would
release enormous acreages of national
forestlands around the park to develop-
ment. The Montana bill, the work of sen.
John Melcher (D), is opposed by con-
servationists in th1atstate. Opposition is
also strong to the Wyoming bill, cur-
rently proposed, which would release
to "multiple use" 3.4 million acres that
are now protected.

- The pressures on. wildlife from
hunters are on the increase. One of the
worst areas for wildlife predation is the
Wind River Indian Reservation, on the
east side of the Wind' River Range well
south of the park, where ,it is open sea-
son on game for Indians all year round.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife service biologists
say the differences between game popu-
lations on and off the reservation are
. extraordinary. .Hunters on national
forestlands also are putting the squeeze
on the ecosystem, many of them by
poaching illegally. Neither state nor fed-
eral officials can adequately police pub-
lic lands to stop the shooting of grizzlies
or to inhibit other illegal hunting - for
example, two Fish and Wildlife service
enforcement agents cover 19,000
square miles in the Yellowstone area.

There is more, if you haven't yet
gotten the idea. Gold and plati-
num mines are in the works on

the northern and eastern sides of the
Yellowstone ecosystem, and the region
is dotted with hardrock mining claims.
A ski resort near West Yellowstone,
Montana, has been an on-again off-again
possibility for years. Power lines, timber
roads, and oil and gas leases already
carve up the maps of the various forests.
and there are more to come.

This multi-faceted onslaught tends to
fragment the ecosystem's sympathizers
and put them on the defensive. The
Madison-Gallatin Alliance in Bozeman
fights for its Lee Metcalf Wilderness
proposal. The Jackson Hole Alliance
tries to curb the subdividing of ranches
that has turned the Teton valley into a
spawning ground for ranchettes. .Outfit-
ters lobby the state fish and game
departments to reduce the strain on

Barronette Peak, Yellowstone Nationol Park
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blue ribbon fishing.streams with stricter
limits. Earth First! radicals vow to lay
themselves down before the Caterpil-
lars in Little Granite Creek. Each has the
same difficulty I do when I stand thigh-
deep in powder on Angle Mountain and
try to relate to the Salt River
bottomlands.

Some of these groups got together
last October in Bozeman to talk about
putting together some sort of Greater
Yellowstone organization. They nibbled
'at the idea without quite swallowing it.
Groups that have been relatively sue-
cessful in their particular niche don't
want to meld themselves into an amor-
phous mob, and there is some vying for
power. "It depends on whether anyone
wants to get off their ass and do it," says
Dr. Dick Tenney: an organizer of the
meeting. "Otherwise, we've just had a
nice weekend in Bozeman."
Now it appears the group is getting

serious. There's talk of a convention in
the spring, and the search for founda-
tion funding is on. The goal would be to
share information, one comer of the
ecos-ystem talking to another; to organ-
ize lobbying against any incursions,
bringing to bear the clout of 50 organiza-
tions, instead of one; and to educate the
public about the workings of the
ecosystem.
The race to deploy the environmental

troops in one defensive action after
another tends, to obscure another ques-
tion that surely will be asked of those
who fight against human developments
that damage the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem. What do these defenders
want to do with the Yellowstone area'
It's an 'irritating question when what
one is defending is the orderly anarchy
of natural systems, but it can't be scoffed
at. I tend to agree with John Craighead,
the bear biologist, that with two million
visitors to the park annually, it's a little
ludicrous to pretend we can return it to
its pre-Columbian days. And there are
many who will scorn as fatuous or elitist
- pick a label, any label - an inclina-
tion not to "manage" every manageable

troducing the wolf, a missing iink in the
ecosystem that would prey on large
ungulates like deer and elk and keep the
Yellowstone herds healthy. After you
listen to Weaver, you'll dream of it too.

I have a list of many pages covering
the various research projects con-
ducted in the park alone in 1981. One
fellow was searching for rnicroorga-
nisms in the hot springs. Another stu-
died the white pelicans in the Molly
Island breeding colony. The grizzly folks
wereIlying overhead looking for their

- radio-cotlared bears.1'he forest-eating
pine bark beetle was tracked. Trumpe-
ter swans were spied upon. Trout were
peered at in the warm waters of the
Firehole River. '
A fellow from Arizona studied plants

which could tolerate the hot springs'
sulfur, and a Georgia pair looked after
the "thermal butterfly." Many of the pro-
jects on this long list are strange to me,
and others I've probably misunder-
stood, but it strikes me that this is by far
the most interesting activity going on
'Wound Yellowstone, better than an oil
rig or a meal at the lodge or an evening
of fly fishing. And for those who want to
see progress and purpose in everything
we do with our public lands, it could be
argued that such basic research i~more
progressive than a deficit timber cut or
new motel rooms at Grant Village.
Several yea rs back, when Congress

threatened to drop the hot potato of
geothermal development in the lap of
the secretary of interior, giving him only
180 days to give thumbs up or down to
leasing on nearby forest lands, 1 took a
trip into the southwest comer of the
park to look at some backcountry geoth-
ermal features.

the little hot pots ..A team of park scien-
tists, helped by young summer park
employees from the Young Adult Con-
servation Corps (a program that has
since gotten the axe) were racing
against time to locate and quantify this
geothermal activity, to show if possible
some connection between these areas
in the park and the proposed geother-
mal power plants in Idaho. I was aston-
ished that park officials didn't even
know fully what was on the surface,
much less how the plumbing worked
underground. But it was true, and an
angry, bark-stripping grizzly left his
marks to tell us he wasn't accustomed to
people poking around in his territory.

Underfunded and understaffed, these
folks worked with an excited air that
belied the futility of their goal. It was a
calling of the highest order, I thought.
They couldn't'possibly solve the riddle
of whether development in Island Park
would tum off the tap to Old Faithful,
but they were scientific explorers,
happily working 011a ghostly tumble of
geothennal steam, by a creek so warm
you could dip your baby daughter in it.
There by a hot pot we peered at a ther-
mal lizard, cold-blooded and unique
and dependent on this heated environ-
ment, part of a singular ecosystem that
has defied explanation for the century
that we've known il. And Congress
thought we could get an answer in 180
days.

Those sorts of political-scientific
conundrums, allowed to continue, will
eventually tear the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem apart. There is so much we
still don't know about it, and much we
never will know. We all have our own
ideas of how it's put together and where
the rents must be mended, and some of
us are right and some are wrong. But,
again, nobody is in charge. So I suggest
we give it over to its best and highest
use, and let it be a museum, a laboratory,
a place t,o make a naturalist's eyes bug
out of her head. And not just the park.
Let them have the whole Greater Yel-
lowstone Ecosystem.

environment at hand, human nature
being what it is.

But if the Yellowstone is· to be
managed, who is to do it? What
should the "mission" be? I'd like

to cast my vote for scientists and
science. This is shaky ground for me,
being only an enthusiast, not a practi-
tioner. But we have here a science
laboratory of inestimable value, and it
should be the province chiefly of scien-
tists. It is presently being squandered on
oil drillers, timber cutters.tourists, poli-
ticians, hunters and cross country ski-
ers' some of whom migIht be fine ifwe
would first acknowledge that the high-
est priority' is to save a spot where we
can study nature's systems whole, from
the largest carnivores down to aquatic
insects. "And ifwe don't have the finan-
ces to go out and look at this museum
today," said Dr. Franz J- Camenzind, a
coyote researcher and photographer
from Jackson, Wyoming, "the best thing
we can do is preserve it till we do,"

The Yellowstone has been making
scientists pant for years, especially geol-
ogists and naturalists. For the geologists
it is a "window on the earth's interior,"
as University of Utah geophysicist
Robert Smith once put it. It is one of the
most seismically active spots in the
world, with a fat bubble of hot magma
pushing right underneath Yellowstone

. Lake. Park science coordinator Wayne
Hamilton can talk rapturously about the
few millimeters that the lake outlet is
tipping annually, as if it were the build-
ing of the Acropolis. Ifyou listen to him
long enough you'll catclh it. You'll want
to tag along when he marks the trees on
the water's edge s., he can see, a year
later, if the water is backing up higher.

Bridger- Teton biologist John Weaver
gets a faraway look in his eye that is
peculiar to naturalists when he says of
Yellowstone, "It's. a wonderful place,
but a little emptyto a wildlife biologist."
That's because Weaver dreams of rein-

\
\

I .

We were south of Buffalo
Lake, on fuming slopes
above Boundary Creek,

where the hot water poured forth laced
with sodium, potassium and silicate,
and bluish and red bacteria thrived in

[For more information on the
Greater Yellowstone Coalition,
write "Greater Yellowstone,"
555 S. Roberts, Helena, MT
59061.]

Looking north toward tbe Tetons
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TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE SOCIElY

"Six Steps to a Sustainable Society" is a recent
Worldwatch Institute publication. The paper dis-
cusses stabilizing world population, reforesting
the earth, protecting cropland and moving
beyond the throwaway society as important steps
rewards creating a sustainable society. Copies
cost 52 and may be ordered from Worldv.ratch
Institute, 1776 Mass. Ave., N.W., Wash., D.C.
20036 or call (202) 452-1999.

WILD HORSE MANAGEMENT

TIle Bureau of Land Management has released
the White Mountain Wild Horse Management
Area Plan for 392,000 acres north and west of
Rock Springs, Wyo. The area is currently horne to
about 250 wild horses. The plan's purpose is to
protect the herd's habitat. The plan is available for
public review and comment until Jan. 17,1983. ar
BLM's Big Sandy Resource Area office in Rock
Springs. For more information contact 81M, Hwy.
187 N., Rock Springs, Wyo. 82901 or call (307)
382-5350: .: --:.~'

WILDLIFE TRANSACTIONS
Transactions of the 47th North American Wild-

life and Natural Resources conference held last
March in Portland, Ore. are available. The 722-
page volume contains sections on habitat classifi-
cation, marine mammals, wetlands and human
dimensions in wildlife management. Copies cost
S 18. 50 and may be ordered from the Wildlife
Management Institute, 709 Wire Bldg., l000Ver-
mont Ave., N.W., Wash., D.C. 20005.

AGREEING TO DISAGREE
Environmental Issues often cause Inrensepolar-

tzarfon between opposing viewpoints. Getting all
parties involved to settle disputes is no easy task.
"111e National Conference on Environmental Dis-
pute Resolution," to be held jan. 25, 1983, in
Washington, D.C. will address methods offacilitat-
ing negotiations. Registration is $95 prior rojan. 5;
S125 after that date. For more information contact
Conference Manager, The Conservation Founda-
tion, 1717 Massachusens Ave., N.SN.W., Washing-
[On, D.C. 20036 or call (202) 797-4300.

NUCLEAR HEARTLAND
Heartlmul, :l regional publication of the nOr1h-

ern Rockic.-s-conccnmttlng on nuclea,r disarma-
ment, is published by the non-profit organization
openSpace, Inc. Writers are encouraged to sub"
mit pieces or local press clippings conceming
nuclear issues. For more information contact Ann
Kreilkamp or Kate O'Ne'dl, P.O. Box 3445, jack-
son, Wyo. 83001 oc ca1l (307) 733-9079

AU ABOUT GROUNDWATER
"The Fundamentals of Groundwater Quality

Protection," a two-day seminar, will be presented
twice in the spring of 1983; March 3-4, inWash.,
D.C. and March 22·23, in Houston, Tex. Presented
by American Ecology Services, Inc., the seminars
will cover groundwater occurance 'and move-
ment, government regulation of groundwater.
contamination and methods of protecting the
resource. Registration for each seminar is 5495.
For more intormanon contact Richard M. Miller,
American Ecology Services, Inc., 127 E. 59th St.,
NY., NY. 10022 or Gill (212) 371-1620.

BANKING,ON SOlAR
The role of government in providing tax Incen-

tives and research and development funding for
solar energy projects is discussed in Finance and
Utilization oj Solar Energy, now available from
the American Solar Energy Society, Inc. The 127-
page book also focuses on obtaining bank financ-
ing for solar energy ventures. Copies are i21 for
ASESmembers, 53.0 I'Qrnon-members, and m,aybe
ordered from ASES, Publications Office, 110 W.
34th sc, NY., NY. 10001 or call (212) 736-8727_

LARAMIE IN THE. SPRING
The Wyoming Geological Survey will hold its

annual spring meeting April 2'8-30, 1983, on the
University of Wyoming campus in laramie. The
meeting will cover geologic hazards such as lands-
lides, sand dunes, and problem soils and· water, as
well as the formation of mineral and arc deposits
over geologic time. For registration information
contact Conferences and Institutes, P.O. Box
3274, University Station, Laramie, Wyo. 82071 or
call (307) 766-2129

MINERALS IN THE MEDICINE BOWS
The Geological Survey of Wyoming has

repnured three reports on copper, gold and plati-
num mineralization in the Medicine Bow Moun-
tains of southeastern Wyoming. Preliminary
Report 3. "The Keystone gold-copper prospect
area, Albany County, Wyoming," discusses min-
erai deposits in the Keystone area on the eastern
flank of the Medicine Bows. "The Centennial
Ridge gold-platinum district, Albany County,
Wyoming," Prelim. Report 7, looks at mines in
fractured rock northeast of Keystone. "The New
Rambler copper-gokt-plattnum district, Albany
and Carbon Counties, Wyoming," Prelim. Report
S, documents what has beent and what might be
. found at the Nt:w Rambler mine, site of increased
exploration al:tivities of late. TIle reports were
originally published in the 1960s and cost 53 each.
Copies may be ordered from the Geological Sur-
vey of Wyoming, Box 3008, University Station,
Laramie, Wyo: 82071 'or call (307) 766-2286.

SOlAR RADIATION DATA
Solar radiation and meteorological dad col-

lected from across the United States is DOW availa-
ble in a three-volume series from the Solar Energy
Research Institute. The Solar Radiation Energy
Resource Atlas of the United States contains maps
and graphs showing the geographical distribution
of solar radiation. The Insolation Data Manual
and Direct NonnaJ Solar Radiation Data Manual
provide an information base for design and setec-
tiort of solar systems. The Attas. stock no. 06J -000-
00570-6, costs i18; Insolation, 061·000.()()489-1,
57.50; and Direct Radiation, 061·000--00593-5,
54.75. The publications may be ordered from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S.Government
Printing Office, Wash., D.C. 20402. Specify stock
numbers when ordering.

WATERPOWER '83
The Tennessee Valley Authorityhas issued a call

for papers for its Waterpower '83 conference
scheduled for Sept. 18-21, 1983 in Knoxville,
Tenn. The conference theme will be "Water-
power Today and Tomorrow" and it will cover
topics such as hydroelectric plant modernization,
dam safety; and environmental and sociopolitical
issues in water development. The deadline for
abstracts ofpapers Isjan. 15, 1983. Send abstracts
to RG. Domer, Chairman, Technical Program
Committee, Waterpower '83, lVA, 400 W. Sum-
mit Hill Dr., WIIA6, Knoxville, Tenn. 379.02.

JOB BLACKMAIL
"Out of work? Eat an environmentabsr." You

don't see many bumper stickers with that message
these <lays. But some politicians and employers
would stiU have us believe we must choose
between jobs and a healthy environment. That's
job blackmail, according to Fear at Work. The
3.20-page book looks at the impacts of environ-
mental regulations on jobs, inflation and produc-
nvtry and concludes that environmental
protection is not throwing people out of work or
strangling the economy. Copies cost' 10.95 and
may be ordered from Environmentalists for Full
Employment, 1536 Sixteenth St., Wa..<J'l.,D.C.
20036 or by calling (202) 347-5590_

SALT LAKE SOlAR CONFERENCE
The Interstate Solar Coordination Council, a

cooperative group of state solar representatives
and renewable energy advocates, will be meeting
Jan. 12-14, 1983. in Salt Like City, Utah. ;r9fiics to
he discussed include solar energy system stand-
ards, certificarion programs and legislative stand-
ard'). Utah Gov. Scott Matheson will address the
conference's opening day luncheon, Registration
is S50_ For more infonnation contact Shay South-
wick, Program Coordinator, Florida Solar Energy
Center, 300 State Rd.-401, Cape Canaveral, Fla.
32920 or call the Utah Energy Hotline toll,free at
800-662-3633.
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INDIAN WATER BOOK
What Indian Water Means to the West, a survey

of more than 60 water conflicts, is available from
Western Network. The book contains Information
on legislation and tribal water control acts as well
as a list of bibliography sources and state, federal
and tribal agencies. Copies cost 525 for govern-
ment and private non-profit organizations, 145 for
the profit sector, and may be ordered from Wes.t-
em Network, 214 .McKenzie, Santa Fe, N.M.
87501.

IMPilOVlNG PUBUC RANGELANDS
"Public Rangeland Improvement - A Slow,

Costly Process in Need of Alternative Funding," is
available from the Government Accounting
Office. To order, specify report no. GAO/RCED·
83,23 and contact GAO, Document Handling and
Information Services Fadlity, P.O. Box 60 15, Gal-
thersburg, Md. 20760 or call (202) 275-6241.

O£\NCOAL
"Cleaning Up Coal," a report'focUSing on the

efficiency of burning cleaned coal is available. The
study WscUfiSCS how coal cleaning can reduce
sulphur dioxide emissions, generate more elec-
tricity, and reduce coal transportanon costs. The
study costs "37.50. To obtain a copy, write
INFORM, 381 Park Ave. South, New York., N.Y.
10016.

TANKS FOR TIlE MEMORIES
The international anns race is causing eco-

nomic and social decline throughout the world.
according to the eighth edition of World MlJltary
and SociaJ E.xpendjtures. The book uses charts,
grAphs and statistics to show that the S600 billion
that will be spent on anns by the end of 1982 is
depriving millions of people from obtaining ade-
ql,late food, housing and education. Copies cost.4
and may be ordered from the Institute for World
Qrder, 7nUnited Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y.
10017.

STATE OF WYOMING PUBUC NOTICE
I'URI'OSE OF PUBLIC r>QTJCE

THE PURPOSE OF llUS PUBLICNOTICE IS TO STATE llll: ~'TATEOFWYOMlNG·SINTENTION TO ISSUEWA.\TE\lIATERDISCHARGE I'ERMITS Ul'I'DER
1l1E FEOERALWATERl'OutmON CO.\1"ROLACT AMENDMENTSOF 1972 (~WPC.M), P,L 92·500ANDlliE"'YO~IlNG ENV1RONMENTALQUALlW ACT
Ci5-11·lOJ et seq., WYOMJNGSTi\'Il.Jml 1957, CUMUlATIVE SUPPLEMENT 1973)

IT IS THI: STATEOFWYOMING'S INTENTION TO 1~'UE WM.11:WATERDISCHARGE PERMITS TO MODIFY (2) JNDU~TRlALPERMITS, AND (2) 011.
TRF.A1H PERMITS, ""XD TO RENE''"' AND MODIFY (I) COMMERCIALPE.RMIT.

A!'I'I.ICANT lNFORM.mON
North Antelope Coal Comp:my
10.,75 E. lIarvard Avenue, Suite 400
[)envcT. CO 80231

FACII.J1Y LOCATION· North Amelope Mine, C.ampbeU Cuunty. Wroming

PERMIT I';U~lBER: Wy'(}()28177

The North Anlelopt' ('~)31Company (Jperales a large opl'1l pll {()al mine \vhich is I!JC'Jtcd a]lpro~imatcll' fifty miles Solllh or tile City of Gillene.
Wyoming. "J'rocess Imter"' disdla'1\c.s at the mine as roI\O\v,:

001 _ The \IUlfail from the RailnrJd Loop ~l'Servoir sedimentation Pond which ftwives pit 1-\1I1cr.equipment and facililit'S washdo\.\ll water and
llalUl"'Jl nmoff locall'd in the SEI/., Senion 16, T41N. R70W, and flows into Porcupinl' Creek (Class IV Water).

Thl' dischargl' point is being modified to refiect a change in the wnUlinmem rt'Sef\:oir from the original pm11it iSSlled March 9, J9tll.
The abov~ di.sch'lrge mus! ml'{'lefnuent limit:lIiuns which are C01\sidered b~' the State uf Wyoming to represent "'best available trl'atmcnt ..

Howcver, thc j>l'flliitalso ((mlllin.' a "'rc-opener clause" wllkh fNJuires the permit t:) be modified should mure stringent limitations bl' develoIX-d at
the federal level

RUlleff from disturbed areas lIill be (flntrolled by sedimentation ponds which an~ dCSi!;l1ed \() completely cOll1ainthe Ililloff resulting from a tcn
~'ear - l4 hvur precipitation event. Ikcause thl.'S\' ponds \.\illnUl nonnall~' discharge, they are not specific,lIly idelltified in the permit but arc covered
bl' ojll'ratioll and mainll.'n:mce provisiuns.

Pcriodi(" self-monitoring of effluent'qtmlity and quantity b fC(luircd lIith reporting of results quarterly, The perntit is scheduled to expiT(' January
31,1988,

(I) APPLICANT NAME:
MAlLlt'ili ADDRESS:

{2) AI'I'L1CANTNAME· Triton Coal Company,? IInoll)' 01111('(/ subsidiary
of Shell Oil Company

MAILINGADDRESS: P.O, Box 3027
GiJlt'tle, WY 82716

FAClU'IY LOCATION, Huddoo Mine, 10 miles nonh of Gillette,
Campbt'il County. Wfoming

'PERMO' ,'>UMBER: Wr-0028479
The Triton Cual Company is tbe del'e1oper of 11large (Ipen'pit coal mine appmxim:i1ely lell miles north of the City of Gillelle, Wyoming. which is

kno ....n as the Buckskin Mine. The mine has six separate j>oirlLlof discharge, I'our of the discharge p()iIlL~consist of pil dC\\1l!l'rinll, mal haodling and
washdm>,n lI~ter The nmuining IWOpoints consist of discharges of treated domestiC sewage. The disdlarges arl' to Rawhide Creek and Spnllg Draw
(Class IV Waters).

I'ermit modification is needed 10 renen a change in location of discharge point Q!)6.
The proposl'd pemlit requires thaI tlll'discharges mmply witlleffiuent limitati\ffiS which arc considered by the SUte ufWyoming to represent "'best

availahle treatment" effectil'l' immediately. Ilowever, the proposed permit also contains a '"fl'opcIJer'" clause which requires tile permit to be modified
if moT(' stringent IlmiUltiuns art' developed at the fl.>derallevel. The proposed permil cnntains a provision exempling the pemliuee from cffluent
Iimit.atiOl;s \\TIen a predpltatilln el'ent "exceeding the 10 year-2~ hour storm octur,. TIll' propll5ed permi! al,o requires wntrol of runoff ffllm
disturbed areas

Self·monitoring of effiuent quality and lluantity is reqoired on a regular baliis lIith reporting of r('sults quarterly.TIlc prnnit is scheduled lO expire
January 3J, J981l.

Amoco Production Company

P.O, Box 1400
Rirertun, WY 82501

FACIl.llY LOCATION, fremont County, Wyoming

PERMIT NUMBER: Wy·UlJ02224

The Amoco Production Company's Crooks Gap Unit is a typiC1lloil treater fadlity located in Southeastern Fremont Counl)'. The facility di~charges
approximately 0.9 miUiun gallons per day of j>rodll(ed ....ater in Cniuks Cret'k (Class, /I Cold 'l,'ater fishery).

(J) A1'I'UCo\lI1' NAME:
/tWI.lNG ADDRESS,

Recent investigations by this' Department and the Wyoming Game and Fish Department indote that the "try high temperature of this discharge
(1100 . 120' F) is violating 'I"'yoming's In·stream WaterQualitySla!ldards which allnwstrearn temperalllres to!lf changt'd by no more lhan 2"F. There
is also some evidence that the high (ou! dissohed solid~ (mS) of this discharge is raiSing in·stream IDS to levels IIhimare adversely affecting aquatic
life.

Therefore, thc ]IWpOSed pcrmil oonUlins IanguaRC IIhim requires,eJimin-:ll.ion of dt~ discharge by Oet:ember 31, 1984. In addition, lhe permil is
being modified 10 reqUire monituring uf effluent temperature on a quarterly basis and aUo\\"Sdle disdiargt' from a second (emergency) discharge
point. .

Monitoring uf effluent qualify and quantity is required on a regular basis \.\idt reporting of resul15Sf1mi-annually. The pennit is scheduled to expire
Dect'lllher 31, 19H4.
(ol) i\PPLlOO'T NAME:

~WL]'''IG ADDRESS:
Amoco Production Company
P.O. Box 1400
Riverton, WY 82;01

Happy Slrings Unit. Se1;tion 4, TI8N. R93W,
Fremont CoUlll)', W}'oming

PERMIT ~lP.lII}ER, Wy·OOZ4244

FaoUl)' b a trpical oilll'\'au·r locate" in Fremull! County, W}llming. The produced waler is separ.Jled from the petroleum product through the uS(' of
healt'r trealers and !'.kim pond~. The discharge i~ [u Naney Creek (Cla.!'.s IV).

111edisdlarge must meet Wyoming's l'roduCt'd Water Criteria effective immediately. No dlemitallimiutioos have.been imposed on this fatili'!),
except for oil and grease t 10 mgll) and pll (6.; - 8.,). Tltis is due to the extreme arid ness of the ~rea which alJo ....'S forbenefidal use of the water for
agricultural pU'lIOSl'S,There is nu evidence to indical~ thallimillltions more slringent than me Produced Water Criteria are needed 10 meet Wyoming's
WatN Quality sUlndard~. The Department ....111COlllinue to e'I'3.Iuate the discharge and. if necessary, l\oiOmodify !he permil if evidence indicau.~ tIlat
more stringent limitations are needed.

An additional discharge point, 002, is ocing added for emergency discha~e only. It has the same diSCharge monitoring requiremenl5 as tlischargc
point 001

Semi·annual self-monitoring is required for all parameten; with the exception of oil and grease, whicIJ must be monitored quarterly_ Theproposed
e.xpil1ltiol1 dalt' fur the. permit is December 31. lIJS3

m APPLICANTNA.\tE,
~WLlNG AODRE$..<;·

FACJLIlY LOCATION:

SIe<'py HoUow Homeo ....ners As.'IOCial.ion

20Z0 SchoOll()wr
GiUette, WY 82716

FACIUlY LOCATION CampbeU Counl)', Wyoming

PERMIT J','UMBER· Wy·OO27618
SIl't'py Hollo\\o Humeowners Association is the O\>'l1erof the SIe<'py Hollow SUbdivision \\nich is located South of the City of Gillette, 'I'yoming,

Waste\>,ater treatment fur the suhtJil'ision is providi.-d by an extended aeration package plant ....nich is foRoWl'd bya polishing pond. Thedischarge is 10
Donkey Creek (Class 11 Warm\.\ater Slream) 11a an unnamed drainage.

111eprnp<1SCdpermit requires mmpliance \\;th effluent Iimitltillns based on national Secondary Treaunem Slandards and Wyoming's In-slInlll
W~teTQuality Standards. In addition. the development is required to connect to the City of GiI1etlf's 5eY.age CoUeaion System once that sen-ice is

made alllilahle hy the City. • '.
Self-monitoring of eWuent quality and quanl.ity is fl'{juired on a regular basis \\ith rt'pOningof results quarterly, Thepennil is scheduled loexpin:'

January 31,19&1.
~1'ATE/EPATErITATIVEDETERMINAnONS

TenUlti\1~determinations have bt'Cl1 made by the Stlte of\l)'omi~ in cooperation with me EP....staff relatr.'etoeffiuent Umilauoosandconditions
to be impused on the permit~. These limital.ions and condilions lIiU assure thaI State water quality standards and app~ble provisiOl'lSofthe Pl'PCAA
lIill he prol('Cll'd.
PlJBUC COMMENTS

Public commentS are inviled any time prior to .·ebruary8, 1983. Comments may beiiirected io the'l'yomingDrpartment of Environmental Quality,
\l'~ter Quality Dil'ision, Pennits settion. 1111 East Uncnlnway, Cheyenne, Wyoming8200Z, or the U.S,Environmental Protection Agency, Region 'I'lII,
Enforcement Ui\'ision, PermiL~ Adminlstratiun and Compliance Branch, 1860 Lincoln Street, Dem-er, CoIorado80295. AI]comments recei'.'ed priortD
Febrw.ty 8, 1983 lIiIl be considered in 11M; fonnulalion uf final determinations to be imposed on the pe~
ADDlllONAI. INFORMATION _

....dditionaljnformation may he obtained upon request by calling the State ofWyomlng, (307)m,nSI, or fJ'AOfm 327-3874, orbyWlinlI8
the aforel1ll'ntioned addres.ses .

The complete applications, drnft pemits and related 'documents are available for review and reprodutlion at the aforemenlloned addresIie:s.
, PubUc NotIce No:- 1P)r-I:HIOI

~~~~
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Bitterroot
formed by.a flood

. by Don Snow

Say you're sitting in a hotel room in
Superior, Montana, 1929. The
papers are stuffed with the dismal

news that the market just crashed, but
from your vantage point at the bottom
of Clark Fork Canyon in a town that
never owned anything but a sawmill,

. you know that in western Montana the
market is more or less permanently
crashed. To commit Wall Street suicide
here you would have to jump from a
teepee-burner.

You are treated to a trivial slice of
history when you read a plaque in the
lobby saying that Gideon's Bibles were
introduced to the hotel world right
here in Superior. This was their head-
waters, and from here they trickled
down to the transient masses from Ogal-
lala to Intercourse, Pa., cheering mil-
lions of lonesome travellers with news
of The Flood.

In western Montana. it is still accepta-
ble to discuss geology in terms of ante-
diluvian events, because one of the
world's greatest floods happened here.
All along the Clark Fork River a flood of
unimaginable magnitude scoured the
canyon from edge to edge, scraping it
right down to Precambrian bedrock.
12,000 years ago, a little before the
dawn of Gideon, a mile-thick ice dam
burst near Sandpoint, Idaho, releasing
the 2,000·foot-deep waters of Glacial
'Like Missoula. Within a few days the
palmate lake whose fingers had
stretched hundreds of miles, north to
Flathead Lake, east to Garrison lunction,

.south to the end of the Bitterroot Valley,
had emptied itself at the rate of 10 cubic
miles of water per hour.

Glaciers caused this great event, just
as they created the alpen topography of
western Montana mountains. The great
ice masses carved the dolomitic crags of
the Missions and, the soul-chilling faces
of the Siyeh limestone in Glacier

. National Park They tore into the granite
'batholith of the Bitterroots and scraped

out canyon rock that ended up on the
floor of the valley.

The outwash of rock flour, silt and
gravel enriched valleysoitswith mineral
materials that, after the Ice Age, 10,000
years ago, produced a staggering diver-
siry of native plants. The People, bywha-
tever names they called themselves,
followed these plants which powered
the rich cultures of the Northwest
headwaters.

In the Bitterroot Valley, the people
were Flatheads, now called the Confed-
erated Kootenai and Salish Tribes. To
the Jesuit missionaries they were the
Selish, to others the Broadheads. Their
ancestral center was at the foot of St.
Mary's Peak negr the confluence of
Kootenai Creek and the Bitterroot
River, at a site that is today called
Steven sville,

They were granted the Bitterroot Val-
ley through a treaty negotiated in 1855
between Isaac Stevens,' Governor of
Washington Territory, and the great
Chief Victor of the salish Tribe. Fifteen
years later a presidential proclamation
forced them onto a new reservation
north of Missoula. Allbut Charlot's band
left.

The Flatheads were hunters and gath-
erers. They killed deer and elk in the
valley and, after the introduction of the
horse around 1800, they traveled to the
eastern plains along the Musselshell
River for bison. Their economy was
healthy because the valley was healthy.

They were a generous and tolerant
people, who invited the introduction of
new ideas into their counsel circles. At
the urgings of an Iroquois trader named
Ignace LaMousse, they invited the
"Black Robes"of St. Louis to establish a
mission at Stevensville. Shortly after
Father De Smet created the mission in
1840, white settlers flocked to the-rich
and protected valley, establishing
orchards, truck fanns and ranches.

To read tum-of-the-century accounts
of Bitterroot orchardry, you would
think Adam and Eve got their start here,

,

A fruit buyer in 1912 wrote, "Large, lus-
cious, brilliant, perfect in form and
color, not a worm or a blemish in a
hundred thousand boxes, Bitterroot
apples are the most remarkable all
earth."

Now the valley is subdivided from
Lola to Darby, and since 1905 settlers
who fall in love with the glaciated peaks
have discoverd how difficult it is 'to
make a living here. Butthe Flatheads left
a subtle legacy in the valley that many try
to carry on. They believed in tolerance
and diversity. They followed deer trails
to nourishment. Much wisdom is still
stored in these parts.

Side by side in the Life & Times
Press, our Bitterroot advertising

.gazeteer, you find these ads:
MELLOW vegetarian mountain man seeking non-smoking _
female companion to share spiritual experiences in my
wilderness cabin near Darby.

and:
TRAPPERS! We have.mink and coyote-urine. Guaranteed
fresh.

This is, among other things, emble-
matie of the valley's historic eclecti-
cism. It is nothing new here for two
cultures to exist side by side and even
subscribe to the same newspaper.
Nevertheless, one wonders how they
got that urine, and the imagination runs
vivid with images of spiritual experien-
ces near Darby ..

The Bitterroot is a place where mule
packs might be Gore- Tex and utopian
communalists might live just up the
road from a village of apostate Mormon
polygamists. This is, after all, a valley that
allowed alarge.splinrer-group of reso-
lute Flatheads to remain near Stevensille
for 19 years, refusing reservation life up
on the jocko north of Missoula despite
presidential orders to the contrary. It
was also the valley that allowed Chief
Joseph and the Nez Perce to pass
through unmolested even after the Mis-
sou/ian editorialized that they had
slaughtered innocent settlers on the
Clearwater.
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Then again, western Montanans have
made an art form out of ignoring news-
paper editors.

The fact is, however, that we do still
tolerate unusual marital practices here,
just as the Jesuit fathers were forced to
do when they discovered that the Fla-
theads not only kept many wives but
also allowed, divorce. We also have a
right-wing radio station, a survivalist
outfitter, a few dude ranches where one
can pack up to shoot cougars in the
canyons, and even a series of gold claims
held by the Church Universal and Tri-
umphant, who allegedly store muni-
tions in an old mine adit.

It is my personal theory that it is the
Bitterroot River itself - a dynamic,
many-channelled flow of shadows and
saturated gravels - tharencourages tol-
erance, 'malleability and change. It is the
focus of the valley, and the soul of the
valley. Our river seems to encourage a
frequent change of course.

T here.Is.a large, diffuse commun-
ity in western Montana that
remains obedient to seasons,

watersheds and natural boundaries. It is
an old community, and not completely a
product of the past 20 years. You see its
residents all the time, hunting and gath-
ering in favorite canyons, bringing
home and putting up the produce. It is
not merely a hobby, but part of a very
private economy sustained by .natural
abundance and diversity.

Emerson eulogized Thoreau by say-
ing mat Henry might have been a great
man if he had not chosen instead to be
content as "the captain of a huckleberry
party." But perhaps we now need fewer
great men with their great ambitions,
and more huckleberry captains, staining
their fingers with the knowledge of
older ways. Around here, you some-
times find berry pickers carrying copies
of Thoreau or Lao Tzu in their pockets.
You rarely see Emerson.

In the Bitterroot, you can follow the
paths of the Flatheads right off the edge
of the comfortable carpet of civilization.
It ends just a few hundred feet above the
valley. You can lose your mind to a
north-facing hillock of moss stabbed
through by delicious black morrels. You
can step into granitic scree hidden in
the wild hair of a shaggy mane.Tn wet
years you can bring down staggering
bundles of huckleberries, serviceber-
ries, chokecherries, but you have to be
careful about leaving your home
unprotected.

Last summer while we were fishing
and berry-picking on Bear Creek, a
black bear raided our garbage patch.
She left ,LIS a tidy stripe of well-sorted
trash down the middle of the driveway,
as orderly as a cafeteria serving line,
consisting of nothing more than poly-
mers and paper licked quite clean. Sev-
eral neighbors tried to shoot her but
everyone missed.

We get squirrels and flickers crawling
all over our house, and nuthatches play

,
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their tiny tin horns at the windows.
Enormous scissor-jawed beetles crawl
over sunbathing relatives on our deck.
We have thus gotten good at treating
seizures. Last spring a skunk arrived in
time to devour 17 of our 24 baby-chicks.
That was a skunk I did not spare.

Last summer, during a torrid volley-
ball patty with our regular shorts-and-
granola friends anda black-leather cycle
club from Missoula, a sharp-shinned
hawk seized the opportunity to take a
robin hopping around on the wormy
lawn. The hawk nailed the 'bird breast-
first then dragged her living body
around for forty minutes while the
robin tried to peck out her attacker's
eyes. Meanwhile, four other robins
repeatedly dive-bombed the hawk, and
it was all Icould do to keep the cyclists
from chaining the robin to death to help
out the predator.

We obviously live on the edge ofwil-
derness here, and-while we two-leggeds
have taken our toll we are still privi-
leged to witness and participate in
primal relationships. They occur in
every season.c-c-

The massive granite peaks of the
Bitterroot Range help moderate
the valley's weather. Mid-winter

fronts from the arctic mix with wet
pacific fronts, reminding us that we
indeed live at the headwaters of the
Great Northwest. For cross-country ski-
ers, the winter cycles create a madden-
ing oscillation between blue wax and
klister, all in the span of a day.

I love to sit on our, porch at night
when the Pacific air masses begin to roll
down from St. Mary's Peak, sending
rocketing gusts of wet air through the
treetops, Some nights it is like sitting
beneath a waterfall.

My first winter here, four years ago,
was one of the. coldest on record. The
ground in Stevensville. froze six feet
deep - a great event for plumbers. We
skied all winter, and spent long, luxur-
ious hours in local hot springs after ski-
ing, our skin progressing quickly
through the blue-red spectrum.

One night we skied under a full moon
along Larry Creek near StevensviIle. We
kept pushing white-tailed deer down-
stream toward a big hay meadow where
dark, mammalian forms moved at the
edge of the woods. They were elk, .
mostly cows and calves, and for an hour
we stood in the crystalline air listening
.ro the older ahimais barking warnings
and directions to the young. They grad-
ually faded into the trees, but in our
.memories their forms and sounds
remained indelible. We talked about
them for months.

Inearly June, mywife jan and Imake
a ritual pilgrimage to Les Hinman's
strawberry farm near Victor. Mrs.

Hinman outfits us with wooden-
handled flats and instructs us in the rud-
iments of berry-picking. We crawl along
the neat rows of Ogallala berries with
the joy of infants, mumbling incompre-
hensible praises mixed with red juice. I

, get my first had sunburn there every

You sometimes find berry pickers
carrying copies of Thoreau or Lao Tzu in

their pockets. You rarely see Emerson.
- ,

year, and every year Istare hard at the
same miraculous fact. If you hold a
plump, vine-fresh berry up toward the
sun's corona.' you can see crimson
bursts of light refracted' through the
tissues of the fruit. Jan begins to rug hard
toward home when Imake claims that I
can read the meaning of the cosmos in
certain surficial constellations of straw-
berry seeds. Mrs. Hinman laughs and
accepts our money.
Last years tally: 87 pounds.

By midsummer we are feeding
heavy as bears. We have mari-

. nated and- bottled. wild mush-
rooms, made apricot -raspberry jam, fro-
zen broccoli, peas and beans, slaught-
ered a mess of young roosters, pickled a
basket of big zucchinis, and stuffed our
first chile rellenos using garden-fresh
Anaheim peppers. Tomatoes are grow-
ing white and pendulous on the vine,
and we have staked out a few huckle-
berry claims in the canyons.

By September we are sleek, well-
nourished and strong. Everyone but me
is brown. I compensate by performing
feats of manhood gathering firewood on
McCalla Creek.

When it comes to firewood, I am-a
trophy hunter. Brute nature oozes out
like sweat. Last summer I found a well-
cured tamarack trunk inexplicably
spared on the ground. Forry-two inches
at the base. Solid heartwood from cam-
bium to core. Over 275 rings. And lying
several hundred feet up the steepest
slope in the Bitterroots, The problem
was obvious: how to get it down to the
logging road in pieces without decapi-
tating a pickup truck or losing most of it
to the 500-foot-deep gorge.

I got half of it. The other half disap-
peared as a series of cinnamon-colored
blurs hurtling across an obscure logging
road somewhere west of Stevensville. I
returned home satisfied.

Now it is December, and I stand on
my porch admiring the woodstack. The
triangular yellow and red ends of split
logs stand in mute and impeccable

.order, a gratifying monument of BTU's.
These are the complex batteries of the
sun, storing centuries of photosynthetic
energy in mass. The Forest Service gives
them away free.
For me the year more or less ends in

the last eruption of mushrooms before

winter. This year it was in mid-
November, secretly and all at once, a
dense-pack fungus basing mode. I
started following them into the thick
pine forest behind my house, noticing
that something had been nibbling on
them.' A few yards into the woods, piles
of duff were strewn everywhere. The
deer had been at them heavily.

I got on my knees and elbows and
studied these mushrooms at deer-level.
They were a gilled variery with gluti-
nous flesh and a pinkish-yellow hue. I
didn't bother to identify them, but just
looked at them. Suddenly an old .ques-
tion came to mind: What in the world
are these things made of!

A spore dropped here in' soil made
fertile by glacial milk, a few thousand
years of organic humus building and
leaching, the mild humic acids nibbling
at transported and redeposited gravel, a
little calcium and free carbon, and the
godlike nourishlng rain....ln the end, it is
die same as me, rearranged ''We are'
many selves looking at each other
through the same eye."
We could have let the Flatheads stay,

but didn't. We are following these deer-
trlws now. quite alone.
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Indian
bioregions

by Sara Hunter-Wiles

Before there were beef cows,
cowboys, oil companies, fur
trappers, gold miners and all the

other invasions of the modem world,
the Rocky Mountain region was the
home solely of the American Indian.
Unlike the white men who followed, In-
dians by and large lived on the land as
they found it, adapting their lives to the
resources they found, rather than adapt-
ing the land to fit their lives.
When anthropologists began study-

ing the Native Americans, they broke
,the Indian "bioregions" up into" culture
areas." These are geographically and
ecologically determined classifications
imposed on existing groups of people.
When I was an anthropology student,
one senior faculty member spent a great
deal of time trying to demonstrate the
statistical validity of the culture area
hypothesis. Another senior faculty
member spent about the same amount
of time denouncing it.
As a broad-based anthropological the-

ory of Indian civilizations, the culture
area theory \s flawed. However, it does
provide some useful insight into the
analysis of the Rocky Mountain region.
The International Encyclopedia of

the Social Sciences, in the technotalk
common to the field, defines culture
areas as "geographic territories in
which characteristic culture patterns
are recognizable through repeated asso-
ciations of specific traits and, usually,
through one or more modes of subsist-
ence that are related to the particular
environment." -:-"

The definition was developed specifi-
cally to classify native populations of
North America. Later, it was sporadi-
cally applied to other areas of the world.
The North American culture area classi- .
fications vary greatly, depending upon
who is doing the classifying. Most fre-
quently, there are 17 culture areas in
North America with numerous and vary-
ing subareas. The Northern Rockies is
usually cut into three areas - the Great
'Plains, the Great Basin and the Plateau.

T

he Great Plains was the area
from the McKenzie River delta
in Canada to the Rio Grande in

Texas. Its western boundary was the
Rocky Mountains. IIS eastern border
was an indistinct line, generally the 97th
or 98th meridian. In the northern Uni-
ted States, the major river drainage was
the Missouri in the northern and central
Plains, the Arkansas and Red River drain-
ages in the south. The Plains was the
great unbroken grassland ranging from
taU grass prairie in the east to high semi-
arid sagebrush in the west.
The eastern part of the Great Plains

was inhabited by tribes of the Plains
Village culture, sedentary farmers who
were also hunters and gatherers. The
western Great Plains were the home of
the Plains Nomadic culture, the special-
ized equestrian buft'alo hunters. The
two groups were closely related, the
latter believed to be an extension of the
former. 1be tribes themselves were
diverse, 'with numerous autonomous
political divisions, unrelated languages
and varied social organizations. How-

- ever, because of overlapping territories,
. migratory patterns and common histori-
cal pressures there was some homogen-
izing of the Plains Nomadic cultures.
Thus there are similar an styles, dress,
housing, religious ceremonies, warfare
organizations, and kinship patterns
identified with the Plains Indians.
The Village Tribes of the northern

Great Plains included Hidatsa, Mandan,
Arikara, Santee Sioux, Yankton and
Yanktonai Sioux, Ponca, Omaha, Iowa
and Pawnee. The Village Tribes of the
southern Plains were the Kansa, Mis-
souri, Osage, Wichita and Tonkawa. The
Plains Nomadic Tribes found in the
north were the Blackfeet, Sarsi, Gros
Ventre, Crow, Teton Sioux, Cheyenne,
and Arapahoe. Plains Nomadic Tribes in
the south were the Kiowa, Kiowa-
Apache, Lipan Apache and Comanche.

.The Great Basin was defined as
the inter-mountain area of what
is now Utah, Nevada and parts of

surrounding states. It was bordered on
the west by the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains and on the east by the Rocky
Mountains. On the north it was bor-
dered by the Columbia River plateau
and on the south by the Colorado River
plateau. This was regarded as a high
steppe-desert area of relatively limited
resources.

The Great Basin culture area was uni-
que in that it had a unifying characteris-
tic - the groups living in the area spoke
closely related languages. The groups
were quite similar in many other ways.
They were migratory hunters and gath-
erers living in small nuclear family
groups and only occasionally joining
into larger social units. Their material
culture was regarded as quite simple -
they made baskets, they gathered over
75 varieties of plant foods, they ate
insects, hunted small game such as rab-
bits and gophers, and occasionally
hunted big game animals such as deer or
antelope.
The language divisions were used by

anthropologists to distinguish the
groups of the area, because no formal
political organizations, such as tribes,
existed. The languages, members of the
large and very widespread Uto-Aztecan
language family, included: Mono-
Paviotso, spoken by the Mono, Paviotso .
and Northern Paiute; Ute, spoken by the
Utes, Gosiute and Southern Paiute; Sho-
shone, spoken by Eastern and Western
Shoshone, the Lemhi and the Bannock.
The plateau was defined as the

Columbia River Plateau, bordered on
the east by the Rocky Mountains, and on
the west by the Cascade Mountains.
The northern boundary was defined by
the Fraser River in Canada and by the
presence of Athabaskan-speaking
groups of the Subarctic culture area.
The southern boundary was defined by
the Uto-Aztecan speaking groups of the
Basin culture area. It was an area of great
geographic and ecological .diversity
ranging from the high steppe-desert of
the Basin-like south, to high forested
mountains of the west.

Plateau dwellers were "simple" hun-
ters and gatherers, much like the Basin
people, but with emphasis on fiSh as a
major food source. This allowed the Pla-
teau people to develop a more seden-
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In attempting to avoid any
of the implications of social
darwinism, culture area
theory failed to account for
cultural change through-time
and its byproduct, cultural
diversity.
tary lifestyle and to live in larger groups.
They developed a more complex social
structure and material culture. TIle area
was in general very hard to .define
because of so much influence from the
tribes of the Plains and of the Northwest
Coast.
Here, as in the Basin, groups are prim-

arily linguistically determined. The lan-
guages include: Salish, spoken by the
Couer d'Alene, Flathead, Kalispell,
Colombia, Lillooet, Shuswap and Spo-
kan; Algonquian, spoken by the Kurenai,
and Sahaptin, spoken by the Klamath,
Molala, Nez Perce and Yakima.

Culture area theory is an essen-
tially ahistorical approach
which looks at a given area from

one particular point in time. 'The theory
was developed in the early 20th century
as a reaction to social evolution
schemes of the 19th century which pos-
tulated Victorian society as the pinnacle
of evolution. The schbol of anfhropolo-
gists which ,developed culture area the-
ory under Professor Frank Boas of
Columbia University was interested in
producing carefully detailed srudies of
the rapidly changing and disappearing
cultures of Native Americans while
reconstruction of their "traditional"
lifestyle was still possible. In the process
of thus cataloging cultures they pro-
duced an impressive amount of first-
hand ethnographical data on Native
Americans. Its primary weakness was, in
attempting to avoid any of the implica-
tions of social darwinism, they failed to
account for cultural change over time
and its by-product, cultural diversity. 7.

.The Plains Nomadic culture offers an

excellent example of the problem pi-es-
ented by culture area theory. This was a
relatively late development which
lasted for only a hundred or so years,
from ) 750 to 1850. By defining the
western plains only in terms of the
Plains Nomadic culture, the theory
implied that the plains had been virtu-
ally uninhabited prior to introduction of
the fur trade and the horse into the area.
Archaeology today shows a long, rich
cultural history in this area, including
not only nomadic tribes who hunted on
foot, but also a westwardextension of
the Plains Village culture.

Conversely, culture area theorists
attempted to reconstruct more "tradi-
tional" cultural patterns for the Great
Basin and the Plateau. The "simple"
hunter -gatnerers, they postulated, were
earlier inhabitants of the area, before
the introduction of fur trading net-
works, perhaps prior to )700. Thus the
major influences which the Northwest
Coast had on the western side of the
Plateauwere ignored as were the tre-
mendous influences of the Plains area
cultures on both the Plateau and the
Basin. Plateau groups such as the Nez
Perce and' the Flathead, and Basin
groups such as the Eastern Shoshone,
Bannock, and some Utes adopted the
horse and big game hunting complex as
well as other features associated with
the Plains and even Plains territory.
Nevertheless, the "culture area" the-

ory holds some lessons for defining a
region as diverse as the Rockies. The
Native Americans, by their lifestyles and
adaptations to climate, geology, flora
and fauna, and other factors inlluencing
their day-to-day lives, carved out three
"regions" to support their own cultures.


